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I. INTRODUCTION

The Long Range Planning Committee for the Health Sciences

was appointed in October 1964 by President Wilson. In March 1966

the Deans of the College of Pharmacy and the College of Veterinary

Medicine were appointed to this Committee.

The Committee for the Study of Physical Facilities for the

Health Sciences pUblished its first report entitled, "Future Planning

for the Health Sciences, Part I. Preliminary Report on Roles, Objectives

and Programs" on January 1, 1966. The second report, "Future Planning

for the Health Sciences, Part II. Program and Personnel Space Projection"

was published in October 1966. The third report, "Future Planning for

Health Sciences, Part III. Subcommittee Program and Space Reports"was

published in February 1967.

The College of Pharmacy published within its own faculty its first

report, "Future Planning for the Health Sciences--College of Pharmacy"

on January 19, 1967. In this report it was concluded that "The

College of Pharmacy must become an intimate part of the health center

complex with regard to academic programs and to location." The Committee

for the Study of Physical Facilities for the Health Sciences accepted the

recommendation without dissent. The College of Pharmacy was asked to

prepare a detailed report covering program, staff and space projections.

A "Joint Program Statement of the College of Pharmacy and the College of

Medical Sciences/University Hospitals" was published in August 1967. The

purpose of the present report is to present staff and space projections

for the College of Pharmacy. An attempt has been made to present data in



a form in which it can be easily compared with that furnished by the

other health professions and presented in their third report mentioned

above.

II. PHARMACY MANPOWER-STATE OF MINNESOTA

No report on the present status or future need of the pharmacy

profession in Minnesota is available. Information on the need has

been obtained through Mr. Paul G. Grussing, Executive Secretary, Minnesota

State Board of Pharmacy, whose invaluable assistance we wish to acknowledge.

This is presented below and has served as a basis for projected need.

The total number of registered pharmacists engaged in practice in

the state and the annual number of graduates from the College of Pharmacy

are graphically presented in Figure 1. The projections for the total

pharmacists needed in Minnesota beyond 1966 are based on Federal Bureau

of Census figures furnished by the Minnesota Department of Health. These

plus the factor of 1 pharmacist for 1500 people, which is considered

optimum, was used to determine the points on the pharmacy graduate curve

for 1970, 1975, and 1980. The projections for graduates in pharmacy for

1968 and 1969 are based on present enrollments in these classes. The

remainder of the curve is bas~d on projected graduates of about 100/year

by 1973 and l25/year by 1986.

There are several other factors which will greatly influence future

pharmacy manpower needs. Three of the most important include:

1. Ages of Pharmacists Engaged in Practice: The most complete

available data is for the year 1965. At that time there were 2122 pharmacists

active in the state.

-2-
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Figure 1.
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Table 1

Ages of Pharmacists Engaged In Practice
(Minnesota, 1965)

Years of Age

Under 30
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-64
65-over

Total:

Number

318
544
401
390
207
262

2122

Not included in this is a group of about 500 Itinactive" pharmacists who

have been forced into relief roles because of pharmacy shortages. About

250 of these are asked to work at least 75% of a full-time schedule. For

the most part this group would normally be classified as retired.

2. Hospital Pharmacy: In 1952 there were 36 hospitals employing

54 pharmacists. In 1967 there were 181 pharmacist practicing their

profession in 68 hospitals. Recent Medicare legislation requires. hospitals

and nursing homes to have a pharmacist or the consultive services of a

pharmacist in order to qualify; the pharmacist is responsible for compounding

and dispensing. A survey of pharmacy service in smaller hospitals in the

state of Minnnesota by W. E. Peterson in 1963 showed that 184 hospitals

existed. Of these, 116 had 100 beds or less. Only 17.1% formally utilized

the services of a pharmacist at that time.

3. Changing Role of the Pharmacist: A discussion of this area appeared

in the first report from the College of Pharmacy. The interested reader

should consult this report (a copy can be obtained from the College of Pharmacy

office).

A realistic estimate of the needs for pharmacists in Minnesota over

the next two decades can be made. However, this estimate must be based on

our present understanding of the role of the pharmacist.
-4-



Table 2

Estimate of Minimal Pharmacist Manpower Needs for Minnesota
(1966-1986)

Number of
Demand Pharmaci sts Needed

Pharmacists needed to take care of
population increase: 677

Pharmacists lost due to retirement
or death--Ages in 1965: 50-59 (390);
60-64 (207); 65+ (262) and one-half
of these 40-49 (401). 1059

Pharmacists needed to fulfill need brought
about by new government regulations. Small
hospitals (100 beds or less). Boarding
care homes and nursing homes (about 500).
Calculation based on 1 hour/l day/6-day
week. 75

The above estimate does not take into account manpower needs due to

predicted greater involvement of the pharmacist in the total health care

program. Another factor which is presently quite controversial and might

have a beneficial effect on the shortage of pharmacists is the strong

possibility in the future of "pharmacy technicians." It would be expected

that pharmacists would gain time to devote to functions of their professional

practice which are presently being slighted. It might not increase the

actual number of pharmacists available for professional practice. The

College of Pharmacy could be involved in the training of these "pharmacy

technicians " if they become a reality.

-5-



III. EXISTING PROGRAMS

The objectives of the College of Pharmacy are: 1) to educate men and

women of ability, integrity, and character to identify, prepare, formulate,

and distribute drugs and other health aids: 2) to disseminate information

about the uses and value of scientific medicine; 3) to win and deservedly

keep public confidence and respect for the profession of pharmacy; 4) to

aid the state and federal governements to control habit-forming drugs to

enforce all laws for public welfare; 5) to encourage original work and study

by qualified persons who will make unselfish use of their services in the

interest of health sciences; and 6) to assist public health agencies in the

prevention and control of diseases.

Beginning in 1892, the University of Minnesota awarded the Ph.G. degree

for two years of professional pharmaceutical study. A program requiring a

minimum of three years of study leading to the Phm.C. (pharmaceutical chemist)

degree was adopted in 1915-16 but was abolished in 1927-28 when four

year course leading to a B.S. (bachelor of science) degree in pharmacy

was instituted. Increasing responsibilities of the pharmacist and expanding

opportunities for the graduate of a college of pharmacy made necessary a

further extension of the curriculum. Through actions taken by the American

Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, a minimum five-year curriculum became

mandatory in 1960 in all colleges of pharmacy for a degree in pharmacy.

Pharmaceutical education has progressed rapidly and soundly, keeping pace

with advances made in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, and the

othe~ health sciences. Progress in pharmaceutical education necessiated an

extended program with the foll,owing objectives: 1) greater emphasis on cultural

courses which "broaden" the student's knowledge and enhance the prestige of

the profession; and 2) reduction in the clock-hour load which in the

four-year curriculum was too heavy because of the large number of
-6-



laboratory courses. In the five-year curriculum the student has the

opportunity to elect a wide variety of courses and to engage in many of

the beneficial extracurricular activities of the University. By these

means the student can enjoy the intellectual and social growth that is

so important in his future position as a professional member of society.

Students are admitted to the four-year professional course in the

College of Pharmacy on completion of one year of accredited collegiate

work. Students applying for the three-year professional course must have

completed, in addition to the courses of the prepharmacy year, courses in

basic biological sciences (botany and zoology or equivalent course in

general biology), physics, organic chemistry, and general economics, which

are equivalent to those listed in the pharmacy curriculum.

Students who complete either the 1-4 (one year of prepharmacy work plus

four years of professional study) or the 2-3 programs are awarded the degree,

Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy.

Graduate study with major work in medicinal chemistry, pharmaceutics,

hospital pharmacy, pharmacognosy, and pharmacology, leading to the degrees

of Master of Science (M.S.) and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) is offered

through the Graduate School.

IV. NEW PROGRAMS

Several new programs have been initiated. Additional programs are in the

planning stage. Several of these should be mentioned.

1. New and planned graduate training programs. Because of the

shortage of trained individuals in medicinal chemistry, pharmaceutics,

-7-



pharmacognosy, hospital pharmacy and pharmacy administration, graduate

training programs will be established in all these areas. A medicinal

chemistry training grant from the Public Health Service was approved,

funded and initiated on July 1, 1967. A training grant in pharmaceutics

is currently under review. A graduate program in pharmacy administration

is presently under study by the College and the Graduate School. It is

anticipated that this program will be available for the 1968-69 academic

year.

2. Undergraduate training in clinical pharmacy. The projections

have been presented in some detail in the report "Joint Program Statement

of the College of Pharmacy and the College of Medical Sciences/University

Hospitals" (copy available from College of Pharmacy or University

Hospitals). This important program projects the use of hospital facilities

in a manner not unlike those required by medicine and dentistry. The

addition of several pharmacy practitioners will be necessary to staff

the new clinical pharmacy area to aid in the training of undergraduate

pharmacy students. The many experimental projects planned will require

supporting personnel (i. e. drug information systems).

3. Curriculum Changes. The changing roles of the pharmacist require

that a greater future emphasis be placed on the biological areas. As a

result of an "in depth" review of our curriculum, additional coursework

in pharmacology and public health were recommended by the faculty of our

College. In addition, it is hoped that a new course in pathology for

pharmacists can be arranged. The pharmacist must be increasingly concerned

with and knowledgeable about the overall health care of the patient. The

study of the future needs of this profession and the resulting requirements

on our curriculum continues.

-8-



4. Continuing Education. During the past year we have been

experimenting with different types of programs to assist the practitioner

of pharmacy. These will be developed further during the coming years.

Through the Committee for Institutional Cooperation we have initiated

meetings with member universities with colleges of pharmacy with two

goals in mind: 1) to develop regional programs in pharmacy continuing

education and 2) to develop the mechanism whereby such continuing education

programs can, in part, be attacked on a national basis to take advantage

of the best talents and decrease the local load. Further, we believe

that the University of Minnesota health professions might benefit by

looking into some cooperative programming and staffing.

v. STUDENT ENROLLMENT

The projections are shown in Table 3. We believe that the under

graduate projections are conservative, based on the estimated needs for

the state of Minnesota. However, this seems justified if one accepts

the fact that, presently, the two Dakota schools train more students than

are needed in their respective states. In recent years active registrants

in pharmacy in the state of Minnesota who were graduates of North Dakota and

South Dakota have been consistently about 20% and 10%, respectively. The

rather large number of pharmacists from these two schools now practicing

in this state results at least in part from the fact that the University

of Minnesota instituted the five-year program about six years before the

other two schools. However, as more Minnesota graduates become available

fewer graduates of schools in the Dakotas will be needed.

A factor which cannot be measured accurately is the likelihood

-~



Table 3

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Existing and projected Student Enrollment

r

Category
Existing 1967

Entering Total
Projected 1973
Entering Total

Projected 1986
Entering Total

Undergraduate 100 300 125 400 150 560

Graduate (includes Post-doctoral)

Hospital Pharmacy
Medicinal Chemistry
Pharmaceutics
pharmacognosy
Pharmacy Administration

Continuing Education

10
20

8
3
o

250

-10-
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35
20

7
3

1,000

30
50
40
12
10

1,200



that the University of Minnesota will be offering an optional six-year

program leading to the degree of Doctor of Pharmacy within five years.

The California state schools have been on the six-year program now

for several years. More recently optional programs have been offered

by the University of Michigan, Ohio State University, Philadelphia

College of Pharmacy and Tennessee. Several other schools are contem

plating such offerings. It seems that the greatest effect will be on

the need for additional faculty and the number of students in training

and not the number of eventual graduates.

Graduate enrollment is expected to grow rapidly as our training

grants become operative. Finally, continuing education will become a

very important segment of our education. At least one state now requires

participation in postgraduate programs for continued licensure. As better

programs of pharmacy continuing education become available, other states

will undoubtedly have such requirements.

v1. FACULTY & STAFF

The projections are shown in Table 4. It is difficult to project needs

in the new clinical pharmacy area since there is very little experience

upon which to draw. Most schools having any program similar to the one

we are planning are also in the early stages of planning. It is antici

pated that practitioners who have other responsibilities will prove

the most useful in the educational program. It is feared that the

projections here will prove inadequate, particularly over the shorter

period. The projections in the other areas appear conservative.
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Table 4
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Existing and Projected.Faculty and Staff

PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
Full-time Faculty
Total Univ.--- ---

Part-time Faculty
Total FTE Univ.FTE

Civil Service
Total Tech. Univ.Tech. Total Non-Tech. Univ. Non-Tech.

1-2-4* 1-2-3 0-6-20 0-4-15
5-7-10 5-6-8 0.1-2-3 0-0-0
4-7-10 4-6-8 0-1-2 0-0-0
2-4-7 2-3-5 0-0-0 0-0-0
2-4-4 2-2-3 0-0-0 0-0-0
2-3-5 2-3-4 0-0-0 0-0-0

III. SERVICE
Administration 1-1-2
Data Storage, Retrieval

and Processing 0-0-2
Audio Visual 0-0-0
Instrument Repair -

Photography 0-0-0
Reading Room(Studentlamge)O-O-O
Continuing Education 1-2-3

II. RESEARCH
Clinical pharmacy
Medicinal Chemistry
Pharmaceutics
Pharmacognosy
Pharmacology
Pharmacy Administration

I. TEACHING (UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE)

Clinical Pharmacy
Medicinal Chemistry
Pharmaceutics
Pharmacognosy
Pharmacology
Pharmacy Administration

0-1-3 0-1-3
0-1-2 0-0-1
0-1-2 0-0-1
3-3-3 3-3-3
0-0-0 0-0-0
0-1-1 0-1-1

0-1-1 0-0-0
0-1-1 0-0-0
0-1-1 0-0-0
0-0-0 0-0-0
0-0-0 0-0-0
0-1-1 0-1-1

I

3-4-6 3-4-6
N
r-I
I

0-1-2 0-1-2
0-1-1 0-1-1

0-0-0 0-0-0
0-1-1 0-1-1
0-1-2 0-1-2

- - - - - - -
3-7-11 3-5-9
0-4-4 0-1-1
3-8-12 3-8-12
6-19-27 6-14-22

0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
1-2-2
0-0-0

1-2-4
1-1-1
1-1-1
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

0-1-1

0-1-2
0-1-3

3-4-6
1-2-2

0.5-4-9
4.5-10-18

0.5-1-2
0-0-0
0-0-0

0-1-2
0-2-3
0-2-3
0-0-0
1-2-2
0-0-0

1-2-4
1-1-1
1-1-1
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

3-4-6
1-7-10

0.5-4-9
4.5-15-25

0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

0-4-15
0-0-0
0-1-2

0:s:T7

0-1-1 0-1-1 0-1-1

0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-3
0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-3

0-0-0 0-0-0 0.5-1-2
0-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0
0-0-1 0-0-1 0-0-0

0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

0.1-9-25
0-0-0
0-1-2

0.I:IQ:27

1-1-2

0-0-0
0-0-0
1-2-3

0-0-1
0-0-0

0-0-1
0-0-1
0-0-1
0-0-1
0-0-0
0-0-1

16-22-31
0-0-5
2-3-6

18=25=42

0-2-3
0-2-4
0-2-4
0-1-2
0-1-1
0-1-2

16-27-40
0-9-16
2-3-7

1s::39=63TOTAL:

SUMMARY
Teaching
Research
Service

IV.

*Figures represent needs for 1967-1973-1986 in the order given.
Explanation of headings: 1. Total -- complete faculty, technical or civil service needs.

2. Univ. -- requested support from University funds for College of Pharmacy budget.
3. FTE -- full-time equivalent.
4. Tech. -- technical.
5. Non-tech. -- Non-technical (clerical, gardeners, etc.).



VII. SPACE REQUIREMENTS

The projections are shown in Table 5. We are presently pressed

for space, a condition which will become serious because of our

decision to delay a request to the Legistature for funds to add a wing

to the present building. The College of Pharmacy faculty made the

decision to delay this request in order that a study could be made of

pharmacy's future needs. If the recommendations presented in the

first report are accepted, the College of Pharmacy will be moved to a

yet undecided site within or next to the other health sciences. The

programs, some of which have already been initiated, will require the

space projected in Table 5.

It should be emphasized that no classroom or library space needs

were projected.

VIII. SUMMARY

The proposals made by the faculty of the College of Pharmacy in

their several reports represent a significant departure from the College's

programs in the recent past. The present and future roles for the practicing

pharmacist must be correctly interpreted by us so that the right educational

experience will be available to our students. It is obvious that the

pharmacist is going to play an ever increasing role in total health care

in the future. This will require him to become more patient (and disease)

oriented; he is presently drug oriented. Thus, clinical pharmacy, an

increase in biological science offerings and more intimate contact with

other undergraduate health professionals become important factors in his

training.

-13-



Table 5

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Existing and Projected space

Net Square Feet
Activities Existing 1973 1986

Faculty Office 6,370 11,700
Faculty Research Laboratories 3,095* 12,740 23,400
Teaching Laboratories 10,045 11,524 17,286
Research 6,980 32,000 56,800

Administration 1,772 3,000 3,600

Service
**Teach~ng Service 3,225 7,644 10,372

Instrument repair, photography 196 400 600
Audio-visual 300 600
Data handling 600 800
Locker room - lounge (student) 1,439 3,000 4,500
Animal rooms 353 1,000 2,000

h f 'I' *** 3,643 1,000 1,000Green ouse ac~ ~ty

TOTAL: 30,748 79,578 132,658

* Existing space for office-laboratories.
** Stock rooms, storage and rest rooms.

*** Wulling Hall space released to University 1185 sq. ft. Additional
space (lecture rooms) expected for research and offices in 1968,
1109 sq. ft. in Appleby Hall.

-14-



In the graduate areas we are uniquely qualified to train young

people for careers in teaching and/or research. We have at this

University all the supporting areas needed to offer outstanding graduate

programs in medicinal chemistry, pharmaceutics, pharmacognosy, hospital

pharmacy and pharmacy administration.

To realize success in these areas we must have, as a minimum, the

staff and space indicated in the report (Table 6).

-15-
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Table 6

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Summary of Existing and Projected Faculty and Space

Item Existing 1973 1986

University Budgeted Full-time Faculty 18 25 42

University Budgeted Part-time Faculty,
Full-time Equivalents 0 5 17

Net Square Feet Space* 30,748 79,578 132,658

Undergraduate Enrollment 300 400 560

Graduate Enrollment 41 80 142

* Excludes all lecture room space, library and laboratory space used
by supporting basic sciences. Includes laboratory space for pharmacy
courses.

-16-



UNIVERSITY O.:Jr{innesom

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITALS· MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455

January 18, 1968

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Mr. Peter Sammond, Associate Director, University Hospitals

Mr. Thomas F. Jones, Assistant Director, University Hospitals

Pharmacy Space Projection

The Pharmacy Planning Committee reports that the following space
requirements may be cut to help bring the total hospital square
footage cost within the funds available.

PROGRAM OR AREA

Control Lab

Outpatient ..
Common Lobby

Drug Information

ADDITIONAL

Nursing w.~ts

SQUARE FOOTAGE CUT

500 sq. ft.

800 sq. ft.

800 sq. ft.

Total 2900 sq. ft.

j t.o
.e.9.O.Q. sq. ft.

(*work area for Pharmacy
student research)

(*reading and work area
for medical staff and
students)

(*reduction in number of
satellites from 9 to 7)

(Remove 560 sq. ft. from
nursing unit space which
had been designated as
Pharmacy offices now to
be served by satellites
in Pharmacy space proj~~,c~u'l~



1. 't'rnatrelationship \'fill t.he nnderg-raduab~ and gr2"duate programs of the College;
of Pha::c1nacy have "lith:

a) biological sciences
b) physics dept.
c} chemist:ry c1.,;;pt.
d) econo:.:dcs dept.
e) other depts. of University

f) hospital
g} dontal school
h) basic sciences
i) pUblic health
j) other health science units

2. Will tbese relati.onships be influenced by enrollment pattoz:ns, Le. nmnber
of students apply irlg for five-yem~ program, fou:c·~year p:cog:ra:!I, three-yea:r
program, etc. i and if so, \1ill this make a diffenmce i.n dc,terrnining
p:teferrod physi.cal location of College of Pharmacy? \>i})a;: effect \YOuld a
six··year prog-rarn have on t1v~se l'elationsh:Lps?

3. Space pro:j cctiOIlS do not include space required fOl: classro,;)ms or libza:r.:y.
Is it expect.ed that: Pll~n;l;:3.cy \ViII share classroom::; \vit.h w:;a:cest adjacent health
scien.c(~ nn.it? Bas ·the demand fox: class:co:)ms be::n cs·t:l1n.:<tcd? Wha'c is tho size of
underg.raduab., aLd gra.duat.e claSS8;C:?

4. HO'1l iniportant is th(: present ph.ysical :celationship to Bioill:2clical Library?
to other libraries on the. River campus? Hill the: relationship chang'e b;;'.sed on
ne',,, program?

5. HO'i,' will the proposc,c1 cJ.inical phaTmacy pr.og.l·a.m chfler from th3 present
program? \'lIlac a.y:e the physical space implicat.ions of such a prog:ra.m?

6. Hh::'lt xclatio:1ships~ will the following Colleg8 of I)ha:r.rnacy p1:ograms l'l':lVc 'co
otb~J.s in the health science area:

a)

b)
c}

:L113 t:nl1aent repair
data handling
iluC:5.o-vi.sual

d) an:Lw:ll rooms
e} continuing education
n· shop a:r:oa

7. Should th,-~ Col1(:ge of Pha:clXli':CY pia.!! for

a} central stockroo;n b} central glassvlClr(':~ washing

8. \'fhat wili be tho man1.1fcl.-..::l:uxing requirement:::; for t:hn fiSC? 'I'Jl1':':re ~;1:o111d

they be located?

10. Should distilled Hater. bo furnished all loh....)YatOY.'ie;] :from a centred area?

11. Hi.ll i'l Gupcn:ato balance room bc> necc:3snry?



12. E:.t:l much and \'rh;"d,: kind of portable cc.!.'uipment 'frIlll ba UGe:d. Hho will be using
this equipment?

13. \'Till tJwre h3 a (.~ontxal instru2nont room? Wha:l; physical l:e1ationship shoulc1
it have to the various dc.partmcmts?

14. \,]i11 c::,nimals neod to be held in or near research f~tcilitiGs? viill this be
for short periods of tin];(:!? Nlwt relationship should this spaCf' have to t:hi~ flSC
animal rooms?

15. Hmv many laLx»::ato,,:ies will require electrical shielding against 60-cycle
current interference?

m

16. Individual lockers "rill be required for students.
lockroo;n or should they be: bull t int:o the corridor walls I

except the main f~por.

Should these be in a
flush, on all floors

17. \'lill facilii:ics be n,l8ded for l:'adioisotopc handling and study? Bust it be in
the general Coll(,ge of 1?ha:t.l1k\,cy area?

18. Student loungt'S 'iIill be lJE.:E'.dQd. Hill separate lounges be needed fOJ:: ,,<'Iomen?
Hhat should their :l"clatiouship be to t~hoso in thc~ other HS areas?

19. \'rnat is the space needed for undergz'adua.t:e labo:ca·to::ics in the various phannacy
disciplines? Is th,::: sharing of laboratorier, possible bob-r2cn disciplines? by other
dep<u::tJnents in the ES,G?

20. Are~l grad1Jat'2\ laJ::<\';'Bt.ory (StUd811t) need:'3 s:iIn:Um:." er-ou9h that. gf:n.eral typos of
lctboratod.0s might be:: pn-<ferable over specific laboratories for each discipline?
t';oulcl a mixture of tlv:: biO types be desirable?

21. rue faeul ty office-labo:catories prefen::ec1?

22. Hill tLere be need fOl" special laboratories sueh as a "s ted.le procbcts II

laborat.ory? vlhat should be its location relative to the pha:tma<~e"Utics Depart:.T(l.ent?
Uniyc:csity HosIJitals? \'lill cold rOOIT,S bo needed?

23. llhat are the need for confeJ:enco ::c:ooms? Student activities office?



£II

PlIARHACY
----_.~-

1. What relationshiop lvill the unelergraduate and graduate programs
,of -the College of, Pharmacy have. wi th: ',' ,".. "

..,-'.

£) hs.spi'tal
g) dental school
h) basic sciences
i) public health
j) other health science units

~) biological sciences
b) physics dept.
c) chemistry dept.
d) economics dept,
e) other departments of

University

"

2. Will these relationships be influenced by enrollment patterns, Le.
number of students applying for 5-year program,4-year program, 3-year
progrmn, etc., and if so, will this make a difference in determining pre
ferred physical location of College of Pharmacy?

3. Space projections do not include space required for classrooms or
library. Is it expected that Pharmacy will share classrooms ."Tith nearest
adjacent health science unit? Has the demand for classrooms been

estimated? L.U~~···0v'O? if c.:::~,+ Uvv~~ C~~

4. How important is the present physical relationship to Biomedical
library? to other libraries on, the River campus? Will the relationship
change based on new program? .

-
5. How will the proposed clinical pharmacy program differ from the' present
program? What are the physical space implicati,ons 6f such' .:vprograri\.?
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT' MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455

January 23, 1968

TO: College of Pharmacy Committee

VDr. Lawrence Weaver, Chairman
V (To be designated) Hammel, Green and Abrahamson

~Mr. Frank Digangi
...=-.. Hr. Phillip Harris
~r. Hugh Kabat

'-"''1}'1r. Thomas Jones
--v/Dr. Robert Mulhausen
~Dr. Edna Fritz
~Dr. Lyle French

,-J/Dr. Eugene Grim
,,-VDr. Norman Holte

FRaN: VElmer W. Learn, Assistant ~to the President and University
Planning Committee Assignment

':1'1.°"<">

SUBJECT: Planning Committee Assignm~nt

As you know, we are moving rapidly toward definition of the health sciences
development program in the form of preliminary schematics to be prepared by
the Health Science architectural firms. It is essential that previous deci
sions relating to area relationships, special equipment and kind of space
need be refined. These refinements must be documented with sufficient pre
cision that the architects can proceed with the development of schematics.

In order to accomplish the above, we are asking you to serve as a special
planning committee, chaired by Dr. Lawrence Weaver. Detailed questions will
be brought to your attention by the architectural representative on the com
mittee and the planning office staff. The realities of timing require a
definitive report no later than March 1, 1968.



COLLEGE OF PHARMACY COMMITTEE

Minutes of the Meeting February 8, 1968 (#1)

Present: Lawrence Weaver, Chairman; Bruce Abrahamson (Hammel, Green and
Abrahamson), Dick Babcock (Hammel, Green and Abrahamson), Frank
Digangi, Phillip Harris, Isabel Harris, Hugh Kabat, Thomas Jones,
Phillip Portoghese, Edward Rippie, Taito Soine.

Relation of College of Pharmacy to other health science units and Univer
sity d~partments - The first two years of the Pharmacy curriculum include
elective courses which draw on all areas of the campus. The Pharmacy pro
gram involves work in the Basic Sciences in the area of anatomy, pharma
cology, public health, microbiology, physiology and pathology. Although
the graduate program has greater emphasis on laboratory work than classes,
graduate courses relate to the biological sciences and the physics, econ
omics and chemistry departments. Dean Weaver emphasized the increasingly
important relationship between the College of Pharmacy and the Hospitals.

Classroom space - There is no provision for classroom space in the Pharmacy
space projection. Mr. Abrahamson explained that it is important to deter
mine not only the amount of space required for classes, but also the time
the space will be in use. The Committee agreed that morning classes and
afternoon labs would continue to be the most practical schedule. Consequent
ly all classes should be able to meet at the same time during first, second,
third and fourth hour periods. Classroom space must be adequate enough to
accommodate lectures and the administration of examinations to classes of
150 to 170 students. In addition, facilities for combined classes, seating
300 students, will be required for occasional joint-class meetings. The
Committee does not anticipate major changes in teaching patterns in the
foreseeable future.

Laboratory space - Undergraduate laboratory space is included in the Phar
macy space estimate. Mr. Abrahamson inquired if it would be desirable to
have lecture areas adjacent to laboratory facilities. Dr. Rippie felt a
blackboard, visible from all points in the laboratory, would be adequate.

Library facilities - The Committee felt that the undergraduate Pharmacy
library should be transferred to Diehl Hall. If study space could be pro
vided for Pharmacy students in a non-library area, the additional load for
Diehl would be somewhat alleviated. Dr. Soine noted that a skeleton
library would still be required for the College of Pharmacy and graduate
Pharmacy students would still need access to the chemistry, engineering and
physics libraries.

Drug Information Center - The nucleus of a drug information system would
have to be at the source of information--the library. However, part of the
system should be located where questions originate, at some central point
or points within the medical complex.

Clinical Pharmacy Program - Clinical Pharmacy requires new space located in
the clinical setting of the Hospitals and not in the College of Pharmacy.
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Relation of Pharmacy to health sciences services - Although the scientific
apparatus shop services only the Hospitals now, there would be advantages
to a centralized instrument repair area serving all the health science units.
The Committee also recommended the centralization of data handling and ani
mal holding areas. Similarly, there should be a main shop facility with
only small, basic shops for each health science unit. Dr. Kabat felt a cen
tralized audio-visual system would be too cumbersome to be practical. Phar
macy is considering hiring someone in the future to work with Pharmacy's
audio-visual requirements. While classroom space for continuing education
will be centralized, office space will be provided in the College of Pharmacy.
Dr. Soine suggested that Medical Art and Photography should provide service
for all the health science units.

Central stockroom and glassware washing - The Committee supported the pro
posal for central stockroom and glassware washing facilities. The area of
the stockroom reserved for graduate students must have adequate ventilation.
Solvent storage will not require a great deal of space but it will have to
be conveniently located.

Drug manufacturing requirements - Although the extensive manufacture of
drugs for the health sciences is not anticipated, there is area programmed
in the Hospitals space request for assembling drugs. Hopefully these
facilities will be used to provide clinical experience for 25-30 students
six hours/week. Some additional space may be needed for Pharmacy laboratory
adjacent to projected hospital space. This situation also exists for the
sterile products laboratory.

Distilled water centralization - It will be possible to centralize distilled
water facilities if each laboratory can be adequately supplied to more than
one site within each laboratory.

Balance stations - A separate station for balances should be next to each
laboratory. Several smaller balance rooms will probably be required for
graduate laboratory areas.

Public parking - Pharmacy has no great demand for parking areas for the
public. Ten such spaces would be sufficient.

Phasing possibilities - Mr. Abrahamson asked if it would be feasible to
phase the transfer of the College of Pharmacy from existing to new facili
ties. Dean Weaver answered that while it would be possible to move the
clinical program independently, the graduate and undergraduate programs
share faculty and could not be successfully separated.

Instrument rooms - A central instrument room in the graduate laboratory area
will be required for electronic equipment needing shielding and other large
instruments used jointly. In addition there should be several smaller in
strument rooms.

Animal laboratories - More Pharmacy animal laboratories are needed.
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Student lockers and lounges - Students require individual lockers. Clini
cal Pharmacy students will need locker space in the Hospitals. The Com
mitted recommended health sciences lounges instead of separate Dentistry,
Medical School and Pharmacy facilities.

Radioisotope equipment - The use of radioisotopes is rapidly increasing.
Laboratories involved with chemical synthesis will have to have facilities
to handle it.

Joint laboratory facilities - The Committee agreed that it may be possible
to share laboratories within Pharmacy to a limited extent~.particularlyfor
elementary york, if scheduling and equipment storage can be worked out.
However, the sharing of laboratories with another health science unit would
introduce essential administrative problems.

Faculty offices - The Committee recommended that faculty offices be adja
cent to but separate from laboratory areas.

Special laboratories - Cold rooms, a sterile products laboratory and con
trolled environment facilities will be required. Mr. Jones noted that 700
sq. ft. control lab space has been allocated for Pharmacy use within the
Hospitals.



PHAID1ACY COMMIT1~E

Minutes of the Meeting February 28, 1963 (#2)

Present: Lawrence Weaver, Chairman; Bruce Abrahamson, Richard Babcock,
Frank Digangi, Phillip H~ris, Thomas Jones, Jack Miller, Robert
Mu lhausen , Edward Rippie

Bruce Abrahamson requested clarification of the following areas:

Classroom Requirements: Two classrooms accommodating 150 students; two
accommodating 250 students that can open into one room for 500 students;
and one classroom each for the four divisions. These will be ,used con
currently.

Decentralized Storage: Stock rooms in and adjacent to laboratories are in
addition to centralized storage and will hold supplies for the quarter.

Multi-use Laboratories: The Committee felt some labs built for Pharmacy
could be used for the Basic Sciences on an interim basis but other labs,
i.e., chemistry, could not be adaptable.

Animal Quarters: In addition to a large, central animal facility on the
Minneapolis campus, there is need for one general animal area within the
College of Pharmacy.

Greenhouse can be remote from labs.

Clinical Pharmacy: Components of the clinical pharmacy progr~ that relate
to the hospital will be located within the hospital, i.e., sterile room
will be adjacent to the production room in the hospital.

Need for Pharmacy to be an Identifiable Entity: Dean Weaver indicated that
it is not necessary for the College of Pharmacy to have a separate building.
Mr. Rippie advocated having a well-defined area within the super-structure.
The Committee agreed that the greatest problem with the supe~-structure con
cept is expansion. Mr. Digangi "oted that lvith a self-contained unit it is
possible to appeal directly to the administration for more space, whereas
with a super-struct',:e it becomes necessary to compete with other areas for
space increaser>

Teaching Laboratories: Dean Weaver recommended that labs not be tailored
to specific courses but as general and adaptable as possible. Mr. Rippie
mentioned that bench space per student is the critical factor in a teaching
lab.

X-ray Unit: Mr. Harris recommended that consideration be given to a cen
tralized experimental x-ray unit to be used by all divisions within the
College of Pharmacy or possibly shared with other schools located within
the complex.

Expansion: Mr. Abrahamson requested more information on the nature of pro
jected expansion.
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COLLEGE OF PHARMACY· MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455

Of/ice of the Dean March 5, 1968

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY PLANNING COMMITTEE

The detailed space allocations are presented in
Sections I through VIII on the attached sheets. This is
followed by a summary. In most of the sections there is
a vertical row of numbers on the left margin which refers
to general relationship requirements given in Section IX.

These projections take precedence over those presented
by individual departments on the Program Data Form. ~he

information fulfills the requests of the architects, Messrs.
Abrahamson and Babcock, except for classroom projections which
will be handled by the College of Pharmacy representative on
the Health Science committee concerned with this problem.

1 /~ /;;?--'?/{/ftlCU/
L. C. Weaver

LCW/alc



I. COLLEGE SHARED LABORATORIES AND ROOMS

Interview, Conference, Seminar, Committee Room

Informal Study, Reading and Meeting Room (50 students)

Student Organization Room

Central Laboratory Supply Stock Rooms
Receiving, Shipping, Mail
Solvent Storage

Research Chemical and Equipment Storage Room

1) Cold Room (2)

2) Radioactivity Synthesis and Counting Rooms

3) Dark Room

4) Mechanical Work Shop

5) Instrument Repair Shop

6) Drug Information Center
•

Typist-Steno Room

7) Audio-Visual

Student Locker Room Area

8) Instrument Room Central

9) Animal Room Complex
Animal Room (Rodents)
Animal Room (Dogs)
Animal Room (Cats, Rabbits, etc.)
Animal Room Cleaning Area
Animal Room Feed; Refuse Storage
Animal Room Surgery

Civil Service Locker and Lounge

Ladies Rest Room and Lounge

Rest Rooms, Plant Services, Services, Storage

Cafeteria - Lounge

Central Glassware Washing

1973 1986

400 400

800 800

250 250

1500 1750
250 250
100 100

700 900

180 180

500 750

120 120

250 500

200 450

800 2000

600 600

300 600

3000 4500

900 1200

200 200
400 600
200 200
100 100
100 100
180 180

200 300

300 400

1500 2000

1000 3000

258 468
15288 22898



II. PHARMACOGNOSY

1973 1986

Senior Faculty Office (and secretary
Faculty Offices

Teaching and Research (3-6)
Research (1-2)

(1-1) 250

·390
130

250

780
260

Microscopic Pharmacognosy Suite
Student Laboratory (75 students at a time)
preparation Room
Satellite Stock Room

Greenhouse Complex
General Purpose Growing Area
Individually Controlled Environmental Area
Plotting and Storage Area

1) Drug Processing Suite
Drug Storage
Drying and Millhg Area
Extraction Laboratory

Chromatographic and Partition Laboratory
•

Plant Tissue Culture Suite
Plant Culture Room
Transfer Rooms (2) Sterile Air
Constant Temperature Laboratory
General Purpose Laboratory

Faculty Research Laboratories (4-8)

Post-Doctoral' Office - Research Laboratories (4-6)

Four-man Research Laboratory - Graduate (2-4)

Eight-man Research Laboratory - Graduate (0-1)

Pharmacognosy Conference Room

3000
400
250

310
290
400

200
200
120

•
400

400
240
240

. 240

1000

1000

1600

400

11460

3000
400
250

310
290
400

200
200
120

800

400
240
240
240

2000

'1500

3200

1600

400

17080



III. MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY

1973 1986

Senior Faculty Office (and secretary) (1-1)
Faculty Offices

Teaching and Research (8-12),
Research (2-4)

Medicinal Chemistry Laboratory Complex
Student Laboratory (75 students at 'one time)
Balance Room
Chemistry Preparation Room
Satellite Stock Room

Instrument Laboratory

Hydrogenation Laboratory

Faculty Research Laboratory (10-16)

Post-Doctoral Office-Research Laboratories (4-6)

Eight-man Research Laboratories (3-4) Graduate

Four-man Rese~rch Laboratories (2-3) Graduate

Two-Man Research Laboratories (2-3) Graduate

Medicinal Chemistry Conference Room

Reference and Reading Room (Chemistry Library)

Instrument Room

Research Technician (Faculty Laboratory Space)

Special preparation Room (Humidity, Temperature Control)

Chromatography Room (Humidity, Temperature Control)

Conference Seminar Room (Audio-Visual Controls)

Organic Medicinal Products Laboratory
Chemistry Preparation Room
Satellite Stock Room

250

1040
260,

3000
250
120
250

1200

240

2500

1000

4800.
1600

800

400

500

500

250

1560
520

3000
500
120
250

3500

240

4000

1500

6400

2400

1200

800

1000

1000

'1200

400

400

1250

3500
240
240

18710 35470



IV. PHARMACEUTICS

Senior Faculty Office (and secretary) (1-1)
Faculty Offices

Teaching and Research (7-11)
Research (2-4)

Dispensing Laboratory Suite
Laboratory
Reference Room (Drug Information Contact)
Conference Of~ices (2)
Preparations Room
Satellite Stock Room
Drug Product Display and Study Area

Process and Preparation Laboratory
Student Laboratory (75 students at one time)
Preparation Room
Satellite Stock Room

Biopharmaceutics/Physical Pharmacy Laboratory
Student Laboratory (75 students at one time)
Preparation Room
Satellite Stock Room

1) Manufacturing Suite
Office and Reference Area
Testing and Control Laboratory
Storage Room
Controlled Humidity Area
Drying Area'
Tablet, Liquid and Ointment Preparation Area
Tablet Coating Room
Milling and Grinding Room
Parenteral Products Area (2)

Faculty Research Laboratories (8-15)

Post-Doctoral Office-Research Laboratories (4-6)

Twelve-man Study Laboratory -- First-year students

Four-man Research Laboratory - Graduate (3-6)

Two-man Research Laboratory - Graduate (4)

Special Projects Laboratory (Hospital Pharmacy)

Pharmaceutics Conference Room

1973 1986

250 250

910 1430
260 520

3000 3000
120 120
240 240
240 240
120 120
300 300

3000 3000
250 250
250 250

3000 6000
250 500
120 240

260 260
400 600
250 400
200 200
200 200
400 400
120 120
120 120
400 600

2000 3750

1000 1500

1400

2400 4800

1600 3200

1000 2000

400 800

23060 36810



•

V. PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION

Senior Faculty Office (and one secretary)
Faculty Offices

Teaching and Research (2-4)
Research (1-2)

1) Pharmacy Administration Laboratory Suite
Analysis and Calculating Laboratory
Reference Room
Student Laboratory (38 students at one time)

Graduate Suite (3-10)

Pharmacy Administration Conference Room

1973 1986

250 250

260 520
130 260

500 800
400 400

1500 3000

1000 2500

400 400

4440 8130

•

VI. CLINICAL PHARMACY *

1973 1986

1) Faculty Offices
Teaching 130 390
Teaching and Service 390 780

2) Undergraduate Office-Laboratory (4) 500 3000

3) Clinical Pharmacy Conference Room 400 400

Hospital pharmacy Graduate Laboratories (10-30) 800 1700

2220 6270
*Includes Graduate Hospital Pharmacy



..

VII PHARMACOLOGY

1973 1986

Faculty Offices
TeachingOand Research (4-4) 520 .520
Research (1-1) 130 130

General Biology Undergraduate Laboratory 500 500

Faculty Research Laboratories 250 1250

1400 2400

VIII COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION

1973 1986

Dean's Office 300· 300

Secretary to the Dean 170 170

Secretary of the College 170 170

Associate Dean 200 400

Assistant to the Dean 200 200

Secretary 130 130

Clerk-Stenographers 500 500

Director, Continuing Pharmacy Education 400 400

Record Room 130 130

Conference Room 400 400

Business Office 400 800

3000 3600



SUMMARY - SPACE

College Shared Laboratories and Rooms

Pharmacognosy

Medicinal Chemistry

Pharmaceutics

Pharmacy Administration

Clinical Pharmacy

pharmacology

College Administration

1973 1986

15288 22898

11460 17080

18710 35470

23060 36810

4440 8130

2220 6270

1400 2400

3000 3600

GRAND TOTAL: . 7957tl 132658



IX. COMMENTS - GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS

I. College Shared Laboratories and Rooms:

1) Cold Room - should be in vicinity of graduate areas - all
disciplines.

2) Same as 1).

3) Same as 1).

4) Can be anywhere in Health Science Center easily accessible
to academic area.

5) Same as 4).

6) Must be in Library area (Note: we estimate need for 3000 sg.ft.
to integrate Pharmacy Library into Health Science Library).

7) Same as 4) but strong need for more intimate contact -- perhaps
some personnel in College.

8) Same as 1).

9) Should be adjacent to faculty research area in Pharmaceutics
(Biopharmaceutics) but accessible to Medicinal C~emistry.

II. Pharmacognosy

1) Drug Processing Suite should be accessible to Medicinal Chemistry.

III. Medicinal Chemistry

IV. Pharmaceutics

1) Manufacturing Suite could be considered for integration into
similar areas in the University Hospitals.

V. Pharmacy Administration

1) Represents an opportunity for innovation -- later.

VI. Clinical Pharmacy

1),2), 3) All possible candidates for integration into'University
Hospitals areas.

VII.

VIII.

Pharmacology

Area should be adjacent to Biopharmaceutics.

College Administration



The following revision has incorporated the changes in the
basic program requirements and their relationships to each
other (as of 12 April), with the original program dr~wn up
by The Arc~itects Collaborative on 5 September 1968 (revised
4 OCtober 1968).
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18 COLLEGE OF PHl'..RY.ACY

1. FUNCTION

(

(

The objectives of the College of Pharmacy are: 1) to educate men and women
of ability, integrity, and character to identify, prepare, formulate, and
distribute drugs and other health aids; 2) to develop in pharmacy students .
the essential knmdcc1ge, skills, Clnd attitutes necessary for e~:f<::ctivc corr.."':\unity
practice and/or specialized institutional pharmacy practice; 3) to develop
programs that recognize and encourage the team approach in the delivery of
health services ahd the evolvement of meaningful interprofessional relation
ships during ~~e learning years; 4) to develop in the student an ap?reci~tion

for and an interest in the various pharmaceutical research areas ar.d·to encourage
original work and study by qualified persons who will make unselfish use of their
services in the interest of health sciences; 5) to provide an enviroThuent
conducive to the development of outstanding instructors aha researchers;
6) to diss~uinate information about the uses and value of scientific nedicine;
7) to win a~ deservedly keep public confidence and respect for the profession
of pharmacy; 8) to aid the local, state, and federal gover~.ents in the
control of habit-fo~ihg drugs and to enforce all laws for public welfare;
9) to assist public health agencies in the prevention and control of diseases
and in the solution and management of other health probleills; and 10) to
provide and actively promote continuing education facilities for use by pharmacy
an~ the allied health professions.

II. ACTIVITIES:

Students are a&"':\itted to the four year professional co~se in the College of
Pharmacy on the completion of one year of ~cc~edited collegiate work, or a
three year professional course upon completion of a pre-Pharmacy year and the
following courses: Basic Sciences, Physics, Organic Chemistry, and Gener~l

Econc"':\ics. Both courses lead to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharnacy.
The PharrnD program (six years) has been proposed and hopefully will be offered
starting in the Fall career of 1971. This program would result in t~e

professional degree of Doctor of Pharmacy.

Graduate study with major work in medicinal chemistry, pharmaceutics, hospital
pharmacy, pharmacognosy, and Pharmacy Administration, lead to the degrees of
Master of Science (M.S.) and/or Doctor of Philosophy.

III. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER UNITS:

The College of Pharmacy relates to the Hospital pharmacy in the applied
clinical and research areas.

Pharmacy involves work in the Basic Sciences in the areas of l~atomy, Pharca
cology, Microbiology, Physiology and Pathology and the clinical depar~~ents

o~ the Medical School and the Schools of Public Health, Dentistry ahd Nursing.

Graduate courses relate to Biological Sciences, Physics, Economics an~

_~hc~istry Departments.
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COLLEGE OF PH14~'~CY

III. REL..1\.TIONSHIP TO OTHER UNITS: (cont. )

•

Undergraduate students use Diehl Library. Graduate Pharmacy students need
access to the Chemistry, Engineering and Physics Libraries, as ~lell as Diehl
Library.

Ass~~ingthe Medical Art Department, Instrument Repair, Data Har.dling and
Audio-Visual Department are centrally located, Pharmacy would relate to this
center.

Greenhouse facilities need to be reasonabley available.

MinL~al relation to the public.

Relation to parking 20 stalls. One stall for each facultYgerson at each class
period and 10.. for the clin:'cal pharmacists who will be "off ca.."':lpus."

IV PERSONNEL:

(

Undergraduate
Graduate

Hospital pharmacy
Medicinal Chemistry
Pharmaceutics
pharmacognosy
pharmacy A&~inistration

TOTAL student Enrollrr,ent

Continuing Education

Faculty (Teaching & Research)
Full time

Part time
Civil Service

Technical
Non-technical

TOTAL

EXISTING 1971 1976 1936
ENTERI!\G TOTAL ENTERING TOTAL ENT3RH1G ':'O:';.,.I.

100 300 125 400 150 500

10 l~ 30
20 35 50

8 20 ~~O

3 7 :'2
0 3 :'0

341 480 702

250 1,000 l,2GO

30 (full & 39 63
, part time)

10 27

5 15 25
9 19 27

44 83 1';2
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18 COLLEGE OF PHARv~CY

V. Sm~1.!ill.Y OF REQUIRED SPACES:

1976 'l986

6,370 11,700
12,740 23,400
11,524 17 , 286
32,000 56,8'00

3,000 3,600

7,6~4 10,372
400 60O.
300 600
600 800

3,000 4,500
•1,000 2,000

1,000 1,000
;~. ~-'2 ~~-

79,578 132,658
W'.,) .'., ' ~.

~ ,- .-.,,- .-.' ~' ....

3,225
196

1,439
353

3,643

20,748

3,095
10,045

6,980
1,772

*Existing space for office-laboratories.
**Stockrooms, storage, and. rest rooms.

TOTAL

Support
Teaching Se~vice**

Instr~~ent Repair, Photography
Audio-Visual
Data Handling
Locker Roo:n, ~tudent Lounge
Animal Rooms
Greenhouse Facility
$'" t\ ; >:~l' ','.: .... -..

Faculty Office
Faculty Research Laboratories*
Teaching Laboratories
Research
Ad..\ninistration

SPACE EXISTING_._.- =:::;:::=----------;------_---:=.:...:...:.....:::;:.:-=------..::..;....:......:.._----~~:::..--

Note: No library space projected.

VI. FUNCTIO~AL DIVISION:

18.1
18.2
18.3
18.4
18.5
18.6
18.7
18.8

College shared laboratories and roo:ns<
Pharmacognosy
Medicinal Chemistry
Pharnaceutics
Pharmacy Administration
Clinical Pharmacy
Pharmacology -- DELETED
College A~~inistration.

VII INTER.'JAL RELATIO~SHIPS:

Graduate and undergraduate share faculty.

The three departments most deeply involved in research work should be as
closely related physically as possible. These depar~~ents are Pharmaceutics,
Medicinal Che:nistry, and Pharmacognosy.

VIII. OT~ER DESIG~ CO~SIDE~TIO~S:

Pharnacy does not see the phasing of their rr.ove. The entire School must move
to the new setting at one tine. 7he only possible exception would be that the
clinical progrw~ could make a separate move.
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(

Similar needs arose ou~ of the depart~enta1 progra~s of the College of
Pharmacy and have been grouped into this cor.unon use category.' Facilities
under ~1is category will huve to be scheduled by the different Pharmacy
departluents.

II. ACTIVITIES:

The d~~and on these facilities coming from all the Departments within the
College of pharmacy are varied in use and emphasis b~t generally it is of
a teaching and/or research nature involving investigation, medication,
application, and/or support.

III. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER UNITS:

The facilities in total relate to all the Departments within the College of
pharmacy.

Conference, seminar and classrooms should relate to student traffic zones.

Central Laboratory Supply Stock Room and Research Ch~~ical ,and Eeuir.~en~

Ro~ m~st be serviced regularly. If on separate levels ready access be~ween

the two must be available, via elevator or d~~bwaiter. The Research
Chemical and Equip~ent Room should be in the area of heaviest gradua~e use,
while it is desirable to have the Central Stock Roc~ in a more direct relation
ship to the main service routes and the undergr~duate areas.

Other relationships for individual functions are listed in the functional
vuite-ups, which follow.

IV. PERSOKNEL:

See section 18.0 (College of Pharmacy).
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COLLEGE SHl'.RED D.'30R"'..TORIES A~';:J ROO:'~S

v. Sm1..'1ARY OF REQUIRED SPACES (in square feet) :

SPACE
1976

TOTl~L

192£.

( (

Interview, Conference, Sc~inar,

Co::.1:~ittee ;:-\.oom
Informal Study, Reading and

Xeeting Room (50 students)
S~~dent Organization Room
Centr&l Laboratory Supply Stock

Roo~

a. Receiving, Shipping, Mail
b. Solvent Stor~ge

Research Chemical and Equipment
Storage Room

Cold Room (~ivided by lS.2, 18.3,
arid lS:4)

R&dioactivity Synthesis
Rac.ioactivity Counting Room
Dark Room
Mechanical Work Shop
Instrurr,ent Repair Shop
Drug Information Center
Audio Vis'-lal
Student Locker Room Area
Instrument Room Central
Animal Roo:a Complex

a. Ani:nal Room Surgery
b. ;..nimal Room Cleaning and

Equip;nent
,c. Feed Storage
d. Refuse Storage
e. Receiving
f. Animal Room (Dogs)
g. Animal Room (Rabbits)
h. Animal Room (rats)
i. Animal Room (mice)
j. Isolation/Quarantine
k. AnL~al Room/Experimentation

Civil Service Locker/Lounge
Toilet and Lounge, Female
Toilets, Plant Services, Services,

Storage.
Central Glassware Washing
Classroo4.S 2 @ 30 seats
Support for classrooms or
~ semir.ar rooms .
Paculty Lo~nge/Conference
Vending ]\.rea

TOTALS

AfAO('llWr~ ~~

~PI)"f"i

400

800
250

1500
"2S0
100

700

."90
3S0
150
120
250
200
800
300

3000
900

180

180
48
48
96

240
144

96
96
96
96

3S0
300

lSOO
258
4S.0

200
400
165

1

1
1

1
1
1

1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2

1
1
1

400

800
250

1500
250
100

700

180
350
150
120
250
200
800
300

3000
900

180

180
48
48
96

240
144

96
96
96
96

350
300

1500
253
900

200
400
165

lS,643

80e
250

1750
250
100

900

550
2CO
120
500
450

2000
600

4500
1200

180

180
48
48
96

4S0
144

96
96
96
96

500
'':;00

2000
~68

1800

~OO

600
';00

22,878
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COLLEGE SHF~ED LABOR}.TORIES AND ROOMS

VI. FuNCTIONAL DIVISION:

INTERVIE~v, CONFElBNCE, SEMIN!-'.R, CO:~-1ITTE:::: ROO~

For use bystadents a~d staff for conferences,
Should be near College Administration offices,'
EQUIP:·jSNT: table, chairs, chalkboard
SYSTE:·:S: telephone, intercom
PERSOX:~ZL: 25

IN?ORC·:"i:l.L ST,;DY, R:ADING !-'-ND NEETING ROO:1:

interviews·, and seminars.
or in a heavy use area.

For use by students and staff for informal study, reading, meetings, and
classes (50 students). ~ocate ncar heavy student traffic area.
EQUIP:·:EKT: table, chairs, chalkboard.
SYSTZ:·:S: telephone, intercom
PERSONNEL: 50 '.

STUDE~T ORGANIZATION ROOX

Used by student organization within the College of Pharmacy as a headquarters
for student contact and for planning and administrative work involved in run~ing

the organizations. At present, there are 5 such organizations.
EQUIPXENT: desks, tables, chairs, bulletin board, files.
SYST~~S: telephone
PERSm::;;EL: 25

CENTRF.L h~30RATORY SUPPLY STOCK ROO~S

This area serves as the central bu~k storage room for materials, su?plies, a~~

equipment used by the laboratories, and other facilities of the College of
Pharr:'.acy. Supplies \-'ill rer.tain here until requisitioned. Should be in area
of main service corridor.
EQUIP:·:ENT: shelving, Hork counter, sink, stora<;e and filing cabinets, type,..T~iter,

desk, refrigerator, access to hood 'on same floor--or within stoc~

room itself.
SYSTE:·:S: intercom, telephone, llOV, cw, hw., dist. or deionized ,vater.
PERSONNEL: 1-2

RECEIVING, SHIPPING, MAIL:

This area is the service point for the Central Laboratory Supply Stock Room.
Here ite~s are received, shipped, and mailed for the College of Pharmacy.
Must be adjacent to Central Laboratory Supply Stock Room.
EQUIp:·rE:~T: hand cars, shelving, counters.
SYSTE~S: conveyance, telephone, intercom.
PERSOXXEL: 1-2

i
.1

I
I
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SOLVENT STORAGE

Alcohol and other volatile liqrtid5 are stored here in dr~s. Pouring and ~

packaging of volatile liquids is pcrfo:::med. T1;.e roo::;" must be constru'ctecl and
vented to muct ap?licable requirements for hazarcous areas and should
be adjacent to Cc~tral Laboratory Supply. Slope fleor to drain an1 at c~try door
providu curb with ranp. Locate for least temper&ture change. In addition
plans s~ould be ~ade for individual sto~age areas on each level of the bui~d~ng

that \.;i11 be -.:.;i::lg these solvents. vJi1en not in \:se by t~e students or resea~chers,

all solvents will be kept in these roe~s as a safety precaution.
EQUIP~:~NT: barrel racks, work counters, shelving.
SYST:::::·lS: special venting.
PERSO~~EL: 1

RSS~ARCH CHE:C::Cp.L p.'-,m EQ~IP~lE~T STO~.GE ROOM

Chemicals and equip8ent used in Phar~acy researc~ will be stored here u~til

requisitioned. This room should be in the Grad-s~af= area. Direct access to
the Central L2.boratory Supply Stock Roo~ must be ~ai~tained,- either by
service elevator or d~,~waiter.

EQUIP:-:E~T: shelving, work counter, sink, filing and storage cabinets, desk,
typev~iter, drying racks, refrigerater.

SYST~1S: interc03, telephone, 110V, hw, cw, dist. or deion. water.
PERSON~EL: 1-2

COLD ROO:·1

The 130 sq. ft. allocated for shared cold roo~s ~asbeen divided equally by
the tl'.ree major research areas, as each area felt t:1a t they\vill be neee:ing
ready access to the cold rooms for their \·lork. ':':'18::.::£ore 60 sq. ft. each \-laS
given to 18.2, 18.3 and 18.4. These departments ~ill then add to this area
~r03 tneir own previous allo~~ent of space to at~ain roo~ size which will
meet their needs.

R~DIOACTIVITY SYKTHES!S ROOM:

Tnis room is used" for the ch~~ical syntnesis of r~die~ctive compou~ds a~d the
handling of biological materials containing radicactive substances. Grm-ling
of plants inside the ch&~er \.;ith a vented hood is essential. ~:itnin tne
synthesis room a small room which could be used ~s a dark roo~ would be desirable.
This would be taken from the 350 sg, ft. allotted t~is room, and could
be used for seneral synthesis procedures when not re~~ired for use as a d&rk room.
EQUIP~:ENT: special hoods, benches, S.S. sink, ch~l~oard, lead shielcs, radio-

isotope storage, shelving.
SYSTEZ-:S: hw, cw, dist. \-!ater, vaCUUIn, air, stea"" 110v, 220v.
PERSONNEL: 3-4

R~DIOACTIVITY COu~TING ROC~:

Used for radioactivity counting and recordirig pur?oses. Should bG physic&lly
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.. .
Rz\DIOACTIVITY COUNTIKG ROO:1: (cont.')

separated fromtne radioactivity synthesis room (preferably across
or several doors aW&l) to avoid possible contamination.
EQUIPYiliNT: benches, ch~lkbo~ad, counters, chairs, shelving.
SYSTE.1I.1S: 110v, 22Ov.
PERSONNEL: 2-3

DARK ROOM

the hall,

For usemai~ly in audio-visual productions, as well as for some' research.
Should be adjace~t to ~~e audio-visual room.
EQUIP~lEKT: tab:e, chairs, special lights, photo dryer, sink, developing tanks',

shelving ..'
• OJ

SYSTEr·1S: h\v, cw, gas, 110v. .\
PERSO:JNEL: 2 ',;

;-:ECHANICAL ~'JORK SHOP ;"XD INSTRUl-mr;;T REPAIR SHOP

Should be adjacent to Central ~boratory Su?ply Stock Room. Direct access to
service elevator. Should have available all services that are supplied to the
individual laboratories, so that they might be used in checking the instrlli~ent

operation from a mechanical standpoint. Need availability'of f~~e hood, either
on sa~e floor or in shop if necessary.
EQUIPMENT: drill press, lathes, grinder, vice, work benches, shelving, chairs,

sink, hood (near-by).
SYSTB1S: air, vacu~, gas, 110v, 220v, dist. or deion. water, steam, telephone
PERSONNEL: 1

DRUG INFOK~~TION CENTER:

Information center for i~vestigation a~1d c.issemination of drug informatio~.

A student study area for use of c..:; ta processing or refere~ce journals.
Mai~ use by undergraduates. Possibility of eventual tie-up with biomedical
library' if space is needed to provide a Drug ~nformation Service to the
Health professions and the public in general. Should be located in area of
heavy student use.
EQUIP)lENT: tables, chairs, shelving, and inde:-:.
SYSTEXS: telephone, data processing
PERSO~'NEL: 25

JI.UDIO-VISUl'.L

Provides storage for audio-visual equipment used by students and staff. Also
for small scale productions. Should be adjacent to dark room.
EQUIP~ENT: audio-visual equipment, carts, shelving, work counter.
SYSTE~":S: telephone.
PERSO:\NEL: 1-2
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STUDB~T LOCKER ROOIv1

Stud2nts re~ire individual lockers. Clinical pharmacy students will need'
lock..:::r s;.::ace in the Eos: li-i:als.
EQUI?,,:m':T: 500 lockers, some chairs.
SYST22':S: ir..terocm
PERSO~NEL: 500

This room provides a controlled environment for ~ajor instrumentation routinely
us~d by Pharmacognosy, pharmaceutics, and Medicinal Ch0mistry. The N:·ffi spectro
meter should be housed in a separate (8' x 8') properly shielded room adjacent to
or within the central instrument roo~. other instrumentation may likewise ne~c

to be properly shielced, and the feasibility of shielding the entire room s~ould

be looked into. Humidity and temperature control very ll~portant to proper =unctio~i~g

of much of t1:e --esuipment. •
EQUIP:·1ENT: ~isc. spectror.,eters, polari~eters, g.c., centrifuge, sink, benches,

shelves, cabinets, desk.
SYSTB-lS: air, vacu\1..'U, hw., cw, dist. or deion. water, 110v, 220v, intercom,

telephone
PERSONNEL: 5-10

ANHli>.L ROO:-! COHPLEX

a. F~imal Room Surgery large and small animal surgery and ey.p~r~'l\entation.

EQUIR1ENT: surgery table, 2 surgery la~ps-overhead, table, shelving,. ,s.s. s~nK.

SYSTE.."1S: h\v, cw, dist. or deion. water, u.v. system, telephone, gas, vaC'':-LL~,

steam, 110v, 220v.
PERSONKEL: 2-3

b. &~L~al Room Cleaning and E~Jipment -- This room is used for t1:e cleaning of
the ani.·aal cages and standz.:.:-ds. Hoeling cage size 2t::" x 24" x 30" is co::-.::-.on,
although larger ones (48" y. 36" x 36") may be used at times.
EQUIPME~T: pass through a~toclz.ve -- stefu'l\ or ethylene oxide, sink, (dou~:e),

counters, shelving, chair.
SYSTEMS: UV, hw, cw, steail, gas, vaCUlliil, compressed air, 110v, 220v, dist.

or deion water, telep~one

PERSOXXEL: 1-2
c. Feed Storase -- Used for the preparation of animal food. Food bins shoul~

be insect proof. Close to service elevators.
F.QUIPXE~T: sink, snelving, storage bins.
SYSTZ~S: hw, cw, steam, gas, vacuum, 110v
PERSO:.-\N::;L: 1

d. Rc::use Storage: Used for storage of all refuse. Should be physically
sc;?arCited fro::1 food storase.
EQUIP:E:~T: sink, re::use storage bins, shelving.
SYSTE'1S: h\v, C'·,', 11Ov.
PE~SO~X;::L: 1
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Students require individual lockers. Clinical pharmacy students will need'
locker S:;'::3ce in the I:os:)i"i:als.
EQUIPME~T: 500 lockc~s, some chairs.
SYSTZ'·:S; ir.terocill
PERSO~NEL: 500

This rOOili ?rovid~s a con~olled environment for major instr~~entation routin~ly

used by pharmacognosy, Pharmaceutics, and ~edicinal Chemistry. The N:~ spectro
meter should be housed in a separate (8' x 8') properly shielded room adjace~~ to
or \'lithin the central instrument roor:!. Other instrumentation may likewise need
to be properly shielded, and the feasibility of shielding the entire room should
be looked into~ Hlli~idity and terr~erature control very bMportant to proper funct~oni~g

of much of the ·ecrllipment.
EQUIPMENT: misc. spectrometers, polarirrleters, g.c., centrifuge, sink, benches,

shelves, cabinets, desk.
SYST&~S: a~r, vacu~~, hw., cw, dist. or deion. water, liOv, 220v, intercom,

telephone
PERSO~~EL: 5-10

a. F...'1.imal Room Surc;ery -- large and small animal surgery and experirnentation.
EQUIEENT: surgery table, 2 surgery la~ps-overhead, table, shelving,

s.s. sink
SYST~lS: hw, cw, dist. or deion. water, u.v. system, telephone, gas, vacu~~,

steam, 11Ov, 220v.
PERSONXEL: 2-3

b. &'1.L~al Room Cleaning and Eqllipment -- This room is used for the cleani~g 0=
the a~i..nal cages and standards. Hoeling cage size 24" x 24" x 3D" is cOI:-::.on,
although larger ones (48" x 36" x 36") may be used at times.
EQUIP:'"ENT: pass through au·coclave -- steam or ethylene oxide, sink (doublej,

counters, shelving, chair.
SYSTEXS: UV, h'1, cw, stea~, gas, vaCUlli~, compressed air, 110v, 22Cv, dist.

or deion water, telephone
PERSOX:·JEL: 1-2

c. Feed Storage -- Used for the preparation of an~~al food. Food bins should
be insect proof. Close to service elevators.
F.QUIP):ENT: sink, shelving, storage bins.
SYSTE:·1S: h,'1, C\-l, steam, gas, vacuum, 110v
PERSO)'~EL: 1

d. Rc~use Storage: Used for storage of all refuse. Should be physically
sc.?ar&ted from food storage.
EQVIP:·~Li-JT: sink, re=use storage bins, shelving.
SYSTE,':S: ~\'1, cw, 11Ov.
PER50:';;XEL: 1
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e. tr.rough k. fu..'::nal Roo::ns -- A....imals \'1ill be housed on movabl.'estar:.ds.
These are holding and ~(2eriment areas. Each species of ani~al used.
should have its own quarters. Isolatio~ facility needed in case of
disease outbreak. Individual access to each of the rooms -- central
corriCicr suggested, \-Ji.th rOO,.1S braniching off of the corridor.
i':Q:JI P;':':::N'!' : C~S'-'S, <;1),(;:1v ing, ri:lcks for C"'l}C::;.

SYSTEt·:S: h\'1, C\'7, 110v, interce;-a, steam, UV
PERSOK~!EL: 1

The following co~cepts should be kept in mind with regards to the anL~al

facilities:

(1) The entire ce::nplex should be under negative pressu~e.

(2) Isolation of noise and odors produced in complex should be
nax i.1!'.ized.

(3) Walls ar:.d floors ~ust be water9roof.
(4) Suspe.:1ded ceilings not goed (no:;:, are e:{::!osed overheac. pipes) •

because of harboring of ve~in, disease organisms, ar.d edors.
A plastered ceiling, painted with an a~ulsion paint which allows
"breathing" and prevents \-later condensation, would be best.

(5) Corricors and applicable doors Dust be wide enough to accorriI:",odate
largest cages (for 30 dg. dog - 48" X 36" x 36".)

(6) A clear access is needed for mov~~ent of these large cages to the
cage washer in the research a~ir.Lal hospital adjacent to unit B/C
(undel: r·1ayo) •

(7) U.S. Departne~t of Health, Education, and Welfare suggests ~ minimal
door size of 42" \'1ide and 84" high.

(8) If fully air-conditioned, there sr.ould be no re-circulation of
roo:n air.

(9) Roo~ temperat~res should be kept within a range of ISo to 260 C
(6So to 800 F).. If the suit&Dle te~perature witnin this range is esta
blished, a stability with tolerance of ± 30 is required.

(10) T~e air-handling capac~ty shou:~ allow 8 to 12 air changes per hour.
(ll) Relative ·hill~idity should be kept at 50~ ± 10%.
(12) Tr.~ entire system sho~ld perwit individual control and adjust~ent

of each animal room. This incluQes control of lighting.
(13) Tne animal facility ahd h~~an occupancy areas should be ventilated

separately.
0.4) Provision should be nac.e for er:..ergency lighting and pm'1er in the

event of a power failure.
(IS) Food storage areas should be physically separated from refuse areas.
(l6) Autoclave in ~ea recorr~ended (in Clear-ing/Equip. room). For use i~

stGrilization of small cages, operating instruments, etc.
(17) E~ch species should be housed separately. One anL~al room s~ould not

open directly into.another one (except for emergency requir~~ents.)

The use of a central corridor is suggested.
(18) Best if drainage syste~ for an~~al quarters is sep~rate from that of

re~ai~der of builc.ing.
(19) Floor drains in all rooms.

(a) Drai~pipes not less than 4 inches in dia~eter.

(b) I·:i.'"1i:,:u..~ pitch of floors is 1/4 inch per foot.
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CIVIL SERVICE ~OC1(ER AK~ LOUNGE

EQUIP~~NT: lockers, co~ches, chuirs, tables,
SYSTE:1S: telep!lOrlC, pu::chclock, IlGv
PERSO~NEL: c:..:.~p:;:-o;:i.'11atel:7 30

TOI~E~ AND LOU~GE, FEMALE

EQUIPHENT:
SYSTEI-'iS:

water closets,
!lW, C\v, llO v

lavatories, chairs, mirrors

TOILETS, Pk~\T SERVICES, SERVICES, STOR~GE

General procedures.

CEKTili"\:L GLA.SS \\'ASHING
-.

Glassware will l'e picked up fro~ the various depar~1ents' research areas
washed and dried in this ~ea a~d t~en returned to the respective laboratories
on a daily basis. Should be located with ready access to central supply.
EQUIP~ENT: shelvins, table chairs, dishwahser, sinks, drying racks, ovens,

cabinets.
SYST~MS: hw, cw, dist. or deion. wc:.ter, 110v, 220v.
PERSONKEL: 1-2

CLASSRomrs:

In addition to the 5,422 sq. ft. allocated to Unit F for shared classroom
(2 classrooms @ 150 seats) faciliti"s, Phc:.r::lacy \'lill need several smaller
classrooms available for smaller groups. Needed will be two classrooms at 30

. seats each, being able to be converted into one larger classroom at 60 seats.
Fifteen sq. ft. is allocated ~er seat or 900 sq. ft. total will be needed.
An additional 200 sq. ft. is allocated for support space if needed, and if
not necessary sho~ld be used for senin&r room space. Audio-visual facilities
needed.

FACULTY LO~~GE/COK?ERENCS ~J{EA:

primc:.rily used as a lounge, b~t easily adaptable to use as a conference area.
Li.'11ited kitchen facilities should be made available. Should be in general
area of College Aili'11inistration (18.8) or on upper level if that is not
possible.
EQJIPAENT: chairs, couches, tables, shelving, kitchen facilities
SYSTErv:S: llOv, 220v, h"" C\'l, telcpho:-.c
PERSO~NEL: 10-20

Li.'11ited area fo~ vending services. Should be on heavy traffic level, e.g. ~c~r

student lo~ker facilities.
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VII. Internal Relationships

The necess3IY i~teraul relationships have been o~tlined in the previous
functional d~scriptions.
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The func~ion of the Phar~acognosy Dc~artmen~ is to educate undergruduate and
grad.uate stucents in th&t branch of pharmacy which deals "lith the hiological',
biocha~ical, and econc~ic features of L~tural d~ugs and their consti~uents fro~

plan~s, microorganisms, a~d animals. pharmacognosy is an application of
ch~~istry, microbiology, and botany to the discovery of new drugs fro~ nature.

II. p.C'.i:IVITIES:

Through lectures and laboratory work students are instructed in the discovery,
isola~ion, production, &nd a~~lication of natural drugs .. The facilities rc~uircc to
grow microorgfu~isms are essential to t~is discipline. Graduate students and
faculty participate in researcn functions.

III. REll.TIO),!SliI? TO OTHER L""NITS: •
Undergraduate ar.d graduate instruction relates to the Phar~acy library, and to
the following dep~tnents in order of their interaction; Microbiology, Bioc~8~istry,

Cha~istry, Pharmacology, ~edicinal Che~istry, Botany, Zoology, Nedicinal Plant
Garden.

Relation to the Public involves: inquiries on natural products (antibiotics, tor~o~es

etc.), poisonous plants, and drug plants, by Health officers; exhibits for hero clubs;
assistance to public schools in special projects.

Relates to all Health Science units in pre~aration of crude and refined drugs for
their use and also for physicians upon dcwand.

!·~edicinal Chemistry occasionally uses the greenhouse. Grac.uate stt:.dents and staff
of the Pharmacognosy Dcpar~~ent use the R~dioactive Suite, the Cold Rooms, anc.
Glasswasning ?a~ilities under college shared rooms.

IV. PERSONNEL:

(

TOTAL
Grac.uate (incl. Post. Doc.)
Staff
Secretary
Clerical (non-tech)
Technicians

1971

2
2
o
2
3

1976

15
4
1
3
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V. SUMMARY OF REQUIRED SPACES. {sq. ft.}:

SPACE

Senior Faculty Office
Staff Teaching & Research Offices
pharmacognosy Student Laboratory
Preparation Room
Satellite Stock Room
General Purpose Growing Area
Environmentally Controlled

Plant Room
Potting and Storage Area
Drug Storage
Drying and Milling Area .
Extraction Laboratory
Chromatographic~andPartition

Laboratory
Fermentation Laboratory'
Sterile Transfer Rooms
Constant T~~perature Laboratory
General Purpose Laboratory
Research Laboratories (Post-Doc)
Conference Room
Instrument Room
8-Man Graduate Research Lab
Secretary
Faculty Research Laboratories
Cold Room (with 60 sq. ft. -18.1)

TOTALS

VI. FUNCTIONAL DIVISION:

SENIOR FACULTY OFFICE

AREA

250
130

3000
400
250
400

200
310
200
200
120

300
400

50
330
340
225
400
300

1400
150
250

90

NUMBER

1
4
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
3
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
4
1

1976
TOTAL

250
520·-

3000
400
250
400

200
310
200
200
120

300
400
150
330
340
900
400
300

1400
150

1000
90

11,610

1986
TOTAL

250
1040
3000

400
250
400

200
310
200
200
120

700
400
150
330
340 ~

1800
400
600'

2800
150

2000
90

16,130

r-'\
V

(

Office and clerical space is provided for the Head of the Department of Pharmacognosy
to conduct administrative and teaching procedures.

EQUIPMENT: desks, chairs, table bookcases, files, bulletin board, dictating equipment
SYSTEMS: telephone-, intercom
PERSONNEL: 1 Faculty

STAFF TEACHING AND RESEARCH OFFICE

Office space is provided for staff to prepare for teaching and research functions.
These offices should be clustered together, with direct access to the 8-man
graduate laboratory because the FAculty use the grad lab as their own lab. Each
staff member has- 3-4 grad~ate students under his jurisdiction.

----



STAFF TEACHING AND RESEARCH OFFICE (cont.)
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EQUIPMENT: chairs, wall storage, library tables, magazine racks, bulletin b~ard

SYSTEMS: telephone
PERSONNEL: 1 Staff/office

PHA&~COGNOSY STUDENT LABORATORY

This is the undergraduate lecture, demonstration and laboratory space for Pharma
cognosy. Lab periods run for 4-5 hours. Effective pre-lab discussions (approx. 30
minutes in length) must be given to all the sutdents prior to the laboratory work.
Films (16 mm.) and slides (35 mm.) are also shown during the laboratory. Closed
circuit television is also desired. Exhibit space for plants, crude drugs, charts,
molds, and photos is required. A separate area where prelab discussion and film
and other presentations can be made is desi

Students must be able to perform either microscopy or chemical extractions at
the laboratory table. The student will require adjustable seats and leg room
in the units. Laboratory bench space of 4 1 x 2' per student and bench storage
for lab books, glassware, and microscopes is required.

Laboratory preferably has north or east light. Hood space.for 20 students, a
centrally located instrument and supply table and a safety station are required.
Ring stand units should be built into lab benches.

EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEi."iS:

PERSONNEL:

High laboratory benches, fume hoods, refrigerator, SO-50oC
incubator, centrifuges, PH meters, spectrometers, chromatography
jars, extractors, sinks, storage for chemicals, solvents, and drugs,
chalkboard, movie screen
Steam, vacuum, gas, telephone, distilled or deionized water,
air, nov, 220V (benches and hoods)
75 students, 2 instructors, 2 assistants

PREPARATION ROOM

This space is used by the instructor(s) and his assistant(s) to prepare for class
lectures, de~onstrations, and material for class use (slides), and should have
direct access to the pharmacognosy Lab, the Satellite Stock Room, and the 8-man
graduate research lab. This room also serves as the control point from which
equipment and supplies are issued to the students.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Bench area, storage, sink, hood
Distilled or deionized water, steam, vacuum, gas, air, llOV, 220V.
1 instructor, 2 assistants

(

SATELLITE STOCK ROOM

This room stores supplies, equipment, drugs, etc., for us~ in the
Lab. It is serviced by the Central Laboratory Supply Stock Room.
should not have window exposure or accumulate heat.

Pharmacognosy
This room

I
I
;;



This area is for growing plants and herbs to be used in Pharmacognosy research
and instruction. Location with regard to natural light important. Natural
light is desired, but the heat that it produces is not; thus temperature control
provisions are necessary. In conjunction with this an alarm system is desired
to check temperature range. Benches with Redwood sides, a corrugated metal
bottom that gravel is placed upon is desired for growing facilities. Insect
infestation is a problem. Access from-both ends of the greenhouse is desired.

GENERAL PURPOSE GROWING AREA

Adjustable shelving--glass enclosed, bench area
110V
1-2

",.,..
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EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

3 benches, floor drains, water evaporator unit
temperature controlled vanes; heat, steal'll, water, air, 110V, 220V.
2 civil service employees

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLLED PLANT ROOM

This room should be located adjacent to the Post-Doctoral Research Laboratory and
is used for the environmental control of plant growth. A movable light bank on a
control timer with a 4,000-foot candle power range is needed.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:

PERSONNEL:

Benches, sink
Light control 300-4,000 F.C. Temperature control 20o-40oC + 20 ,

110V, 220V, air, vacuum, steam, gas
1 assistant

POTTING AND STORAGE AREA

This room is used for potting the various plants.
plant preparation. Storage is for pots, records,
items. Access to freight elevator is desired.

Work space is also needed for
soil materials, and maintenance

EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Storage cabinets, sink, autoclave, insecticide cabinets, pot and
soil storage bins

Steam, gas, air, 110V, 220V.
2 assistants

DRUG STORAGE

This room is used for storing drugs in a semi-bulk form as they are packaged from
the extraction laboratory. The crude drugs and purified substances stored here
are supplied to Medicinal Chemistry, Pharmacology, and Pharmaceutics Departments.
Solvents from the extraction lab are also stored here.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEL'1S:
PERSONNEL:

Shelving, pharmaceutical storage cabinets.
Temperature and humidity control.
1



DRYING AND MILLING AREA
(
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This room is used for the drying and milling of plants into a form from which their
natural drug constituents can be extracted. This room should be located adjacent,
and have access to the Extraction Laboratory.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:

Drying trays and racks
Steam, sink, gas, circulating hot air ovens 250 -40oC, llOV, 220V,

air, vacuum, Wiley mills
PERSONNEL: 1

EXTRACTION LABORATORY

Plant growth coming from the Drying and Milling Room undergoes different laboratory
procedures depending on the species and variety before the natural drugs or purified
substances can be extracted.

". •
EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Lab benches, sink
Steam, vacuum, gas, distilled water, air, 110V, 220V, telephone
1-2

(

CHROMATOGRAPHIC AND PARTITION LABORATORY

Different types of chromatographic processes using various sized chromatographic
jars and systems are carried out in this room. Direct access to the 8-man Graduate
Research Lab and the Pharmacognosy Student Lab is essential.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:

PERSONNEL:

Tables, storage, hood for chromatographic spraying (caustic), sink
Distilled or deionized water, vacuum, gas, air, 110V, 220V, temperature

control SO-2SoC ± 2, humidity control.
1 instructor, 1 assistant

FERMENTATION LABORATORY

The Fermentation Laboratory is used to cultivate microorganisms from plant
constituents. This is an environmental controlled room, 20o-40oC ~ 2oC. Direct
access to the 8-man Graduate Research Lab and the Pharmacognosy Student Lab is
essential.

EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

3 shakers, incubator-shaker, fermentor, light bank 300 - 3,000 F.C.
over shaker, sink

Ultraviolet lights air purification, steam, gas, air, llOV, 220V.
1-2

STERILE TRANSFER ROOMS

To consist of three separate sterile rooms each 50 square feet with a constant
temperature capability of 20-40 degrees C ! 2 degrees C. One unit will have an

() intermediate size autoclave (20" x 20" x 36" -- double door) which can be filled
( from the Constant Temperature Laboratory. All units will require positive

pressure and will be located in the Constant Temperature ·Laboratory. The units
will be operational continuously (24 hours .per day). Provisions should be made

for perforated raised floors and ceiling working area for the three units •.
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EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

S.S. sink, work table, UV lights
Distilled or deionized water, steam, vacuum, gas, air, 110V, 220V.
1 instructor per unit

CONSTANT TEMPERATURE IABORATORY

This is an environmentally controlled room (20-40 degrees C ! 2), positive
pressure, and has within it 2 small rooms 6' x 6' for fluorescen~microscopy 'and
tissue examination. This laboratory should have direct access to the sterile
transfer rooms and be adjacent to the General Purpose Laboratory. The Constant
Temperature Laboratory and the sterile Transfer Rooms together must have a
temperature regulation and filtration system separate from those of others in
the building.

EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Storage, benches, s.s. sink, chair, walk-in incubator temperature
5-40 degrees C ± 1 degree.

Di$tilled or deionized water, vacuum, air, steam, gas, 110V, 220V.
1-2

GENERAL PURPOSE IABORATORY

This laboratory is to be adjacent to the above two units, and will provide
facilities for tissue culture glassware storage, media preparation, and
sterilization (large 24" x 36" x 60" chamber autoclave and 20" x 20" X 36"·
ethylene oxide sterilizer). It is assumed that dishwashing with distilled
water rinsing, and drying will be done in another area of the building. If
this statement is not correct, provisions should also be made here for dish
washing and drying.

EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Double-glass water still, large roll in autoclave, S.S. sinks,
counters, shelving

Steam, gas, vacuum, air, 110V, 220V
1-2

RESEARCH LABORATORIES (Post-Doctoral)

Pharmacognosy re~earch procedures of varying degree of complexity are performed
in these rooms. An isolated area for instruments and balances is desired (see
Instrument Room).

EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEMS:

PERSONNEL:

Research counters, shelving, desks, chairs, refrigerator,
. centrifuges, lyophyllizer, chemical hoods, deep freeze

refrigerator, gas chromatography, storage.
Air, gas, steam, vacuum, distilled or deionized water, 110V, 22OV,

telephone
One per room if individual rooms; 4 to 8 individuals if large

common facility.
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CONFERENCE ROOM

This room is used by students and staff of the Pharmacognosy Department for
conferences and seminars.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Conference table, chairs, chalkboard, movie screen
Telephone, intercom, 110V
25 people

INSTRUMENT ROOM

DePartmental instrument room to be shared by graduate students, faCUlty,
undergraduate students and post-doctorates. Should be adjacent to the 8-man
graduate laboratory, faculty offices, and the post-doctoral laboratory. This
instrument room should contain positive air pressure, and it should have
sliding glass 4?ors. This is to provide protection of these instruments.

•
EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Counters, chairs, shelving, various instruments.
Gas, air, vacuum, 110V, 2.20V, temperature and humidity control.
4-8

8-MAN GRADUATE RESEARCH LABORATORY
I

This laboratory space is us~ by 4 faculty members and the 8 graduate students
who are under their jurisdiction. The staff research offices should be directly
accessible from this facility. Each lab bench will be shared by 2 graduate
students and will also have 2 lower desk units. Two hoods are required. Direct
access to the Chromatographic and partition Laboratory, the Fermentation
Laboratory, the Preparation Room and' Satellite Stock Room is required.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:

PERSONNEL:

SECRETARY

Bulletin Board, laboratory benches, chairs, refrigerators, storage
Air, gas, steam, vacuum, distilled or deionized water, 110V, 220V,

telephone
8 graduate students, 4 faculty

Space is provided for clerical functions of the department. It should be
located adjacent to the Senior Faculty Office and the Conference Room and have
control of scheduling appointments and usage of both rooms.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Desk, chairs, typewriter, dictating and duplicating equipnent.
Telephone, intercom, 110V.
1 secretary.

FACULTY RESEARCH LABORATORIES

Pharmacognosy research procedures of varying degree of complexity are performed
in these rooms by the faculty in the department.



EQUIPMENT: Research benches, shelving, hoods, refrigerator-freezers, storage,
various instrwnents depending upon need.

SYSTEMS: Air, gas, steam, vacuwn, distilled or deionized water, 110V, 220\>',
telephone

PERSONNEL: 1 faculty member.

18
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COLD ROO\1

This is an environmentally controlled room of 2-5 degrees C. It should be
directly accessible from the Post-Doctoral Research Laboratory.

EQUIPMENT: Bench space, centrifuges
SYSTEMS: 110V, 220V, vacuwn, water
PERSONNEL:- 2-4

VII. INTERNAL _~LATIONSHIPS

The ChrG~atographic and Partition Laboratory, the Fermentation Laboratory, the
Preparation Room and the Satellite Stock Room serve both the Pharmacognosy Student
Laboratory and the 8-Man Graduate Research Laboratory.

The Environmentally Controlled Plant Room and the Cold Room relate directly to
the Post-Doctoral Research Laboratory.. .

The Constant Temperature Laboratory should be adjacent to the General Purpose
Laboratory in order to share the pass through autoclave.

The Drying and Milling area relates to the Drug Storage area and the Extraction
Laboratory. This grouping as a whole can be located adjacent to the General
Purpose Growing Area or near the Post-Doctoral Research Laboratory.

It is essential that the Pharmacognosy Department be located near the basic
. pharmacy health sciences and close to certain shared laboratories; in order of
priority: isotope rooms, instrument rooms, cold room, dark room, drug information
center, animal room complex, central glassware washing.

VIII. OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS:

Sterile air (rid of oil) all outlets for Graduate Research.

Built in ring tops on all work benches.

Closed circuit television and other audio-visual aids are required.

_._-
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FUNCTION:

18.3 MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY

r

The function of the Medicinal Chemistry Department is to educate undergradua~e

and graduate students in the application of the principles of chemistry to
therapeutic usage of a wide range of chemical entities. A further function
in the graduate area is to study the design, synthesis," and mechanism of action
of medicinal agents. The faculty in addition to visiting scientists, pre and
post doctoral students are engaged in original chemical and biological research
related to medicinal chemistry.

II ACTIVITIES:

Student instruction is by means of lectures and laboratory work. Faculty, pre
and post doctoral students besides teaching are engaged in chemical and biological
laboratory research.

III RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER UNITS:

Medicinal Chemistry consistently works with Pharmacology, Biochemistry, Chemistry,
Pharmaceutics, Pharmacognosy, Clinical Medicine, and Botany.

There is no relationship to the public.

IV PERSONNEL:

( TOTAL
Graduate
Staff
Students (teaching assistants)
Clerical
Technicians

1971- 20
6
5
1
1

1976
35

9 + 2 Part time
8
2
3
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v . SUMMARY OF REQUIRED SPACES:

SPACE

Senior Faculty Office
Faculty Offices

Teaching and Research
Research

Medicinal Chemistry Lab Complex
Student Laboratory
Balance Room
Chemistry Prep. Room

Satellite Stock Room .
Instrument Laboratory
Hydrogenation Laboratory
Faculty Research Laboratory
Post-doctoral Off~ce/Research

Eight-man Graduate Research Labs
Four-man Graduate Research Labs
Two-man Graduate Research Labs
Conference/Reference/Reading Room
Instrument Room
Chromatography Room
Cold Room (+ 60 sq. ft. - 18.1)
Biological Processes Laboratory
Secretary
Research Technician (FaCUlty)
Special Preparation Room
Conference Seminar Room
Organic Medicinal Products Lab

Chemistry Prep. Room
Satellite Stock Room

TOTALS

VI FUNCTIONAL DIVISION:

SECRETARY (DEPARTMENTAL OFFICE)

AREA

250

130
130

3000
250
120
250

1200
240
250
250

1560
800
400
500
500
400
120
250
150
200
400

1250
3500

240
240

NUMBER

1

8
2

I __
I
1
1
1
1

10
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
1

1976
TOTAL

250

1040
260

3000
250
120
250

1200
240

2500
750

4680
1600

800
500
500
400
120
250
150

18,860

1986
TOTAL

250

1560
520

3000
500
120
250

3500
240

4000
1500
6240
2400
1200
1000
1000

400
120
500
150

1200
400

1250
3500

240
240

35,280

This space houses graduate records and performs duplicating and general secretarial
services for the Medicinal Chemistry department. The secretary should have control
of access to the conference room and the department head's office.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Chairs, desk, files, shelving, duplication equipment, typewriters.
Telephone, intercom
2 secretaries
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EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Standard lab benches with all facilities including ad~itional llOV,
220V outlets, blackboard, raised lecture platform, assorted instruments.
Intercom, closed circuit TV
1 instructor, 3 as~istants •

HYDROGENATION LABORATORY

This space will be used for somewhat hazardous work such as hydrogenation,
ozonation, vacuum distillations. Blowout wall and floor drain desired. Environ

.- mental control for low humidity and temperature necessary. This room is used by
--graduate students and faculty and should be located in the graduate area.

EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEMS:

PERSONNEL:

Hood, hydrogenation equipment, ozonator, lab bench, vacuum distillation
equipment
Steam, vacuum, gas, hot water, air, llOV, 220V, sink, cold water, ..
distilled or deionized water, intercom
Graduate students and staff

".

I
I
f
I
I

. -i

SATELLITE STOCKROOM

This room provides laboratory hardware and chemicals for undergraduates in the
Medicinal Chemistry laboratory and should be connected with the preparation room
and the student laboratory.

EQUIPHENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Sink, shelving, storage cabinets, desk, typewriters, drying rack
llOV, 220V, distilled or deionized water, hot and cold water, intercom
1 stockroom attendant I

FACULTY RESEARCH LABORATORIES

Medicinal Chemistry research by faculty. A variety of procedures and goals is
performed in these rooms, both chemical and biological. Lab should be connected
to corresponding office.

EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Combination of lab bench-desk, sinks, refrigerator, hood cabinets
, and shelves, drying oven, vacuum pump, drying rack, balance,

miscellaneous small instruments.
Air, gas, steam, vacuum, distilled or deionized water, llOV, 220V.
Faculty member and assistant.

POSTDOCTORAL OFFICE-RESEARCH LABORATORIES (3 ONE-MAN LABS)

Medicinal Chemistry research by postdoctoral fellows.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

same as above
Intercom, telephone
one man per lab plus assistant.
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and work on
research

Space is provided for faculty to prepare lectures, counsel students,
research projects. Offices should be adjacent and connected to the
laboratories.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Chairs, desk, files, shelving, chalkboard, typewriter
Telephone, intercom.
10 faculty

MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY

This is the undergraduate lecture, demonstration and laboratory space for
quantitative drug analysis. Exhibit space for periodic chart and other items
required. Laboratory bench space of 2' x 5'per student is required.

EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEMS:

PERSONNEL:

BALANCE ROOM

Lab benches, fume hoods, wall shelves,'chalkboard, movie screen,
sinks, bench storage, lecture platform, desk, refrigerator, drying
oven', tackboard.
Steam, vacuum, gas, distilled or deionized water, air, 110V, 220V,
closed circuit TV, intercom.
75 students, 1 instructor, 3 assistants.

This space is used by the students to weigh and calculate physical matter when
performing experiments in the laboratory. This room should be connected with the
Medicinal Chemistry lab but fumes and vapors from the lab must be kept out so the
equipment is not destroyed. Balance tables should be free from vibration.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

15 analytical balances, low bench, stools :
l10V, rough-in water, gas vacuum, air, steam, 220V
15 students, 1 assistant

CHEMISTRY PREPARATION ROOM

This space is used by the instructor{s) and his assistant{s) to prepare laboratory
demonstrations and material for lab use. Direct access to the Medicinal Chemistry
Laboratory and the .Satellite Stock Room are necessary.

EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEMS:

PERSONNEL:

Sink, high and low bench, base and wall cabinets, refrigerator,
incubator, fume hood, shelving, carts,' stools, desk, typewriter
Hot and cold water, air, gas,'vacuum, ll0V, 22OV, distilled or
deionized water, intercom
1 graduate assistant

(

INSTRUMENT LABORATORY

Undergraduate lecture, demonstration and lab space for the teaching of instru
mental analysis.' 15 stations for different instruments (80 sq. ft. each). .
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GRADUATE RESEARCH LABORATORIES

Medicinal Chemistry research by graduate students using a variety of procedures
and goals is performed in these rooms.

. EQUIPMENT:

.---- .. SYSTEMS:

PERSONNEL:

Combination desk-lab benches,· sinks, chairs, stools, autoclave,
refrigerator, chemical hood(s), drying racks, 'drying oven, wall
shelving, vacuum pump, balance, miscellaneous small instruments.
Air, gas, stearn, vacuum, distilled or deionized water, 11OV, 22OV,
telephone, intercom
2-4-8 men per lab.

CONFERENCE/REFERENCE/READING ROOM
.. ....,.

This area will be a multi~use room for small conferences, graduate oral exams,
reference material, and general reading area for students and staff/ This room
should be adjacent to that of the Senior Faculty Office and his secretary.

,.' I

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Conference table, seating, chalkboard, projection screen, book shelves.
110V, 220V, intercom, telephone
20 graduate students and/or faculty

INSTRUMENT ROOM:

Instrumentation required for daily research activities will be found in this room.

EQUIPMENT: Lab benches, sinks, wall shelving, cabinets,IR, UV, and visible
spectrophotometers, polarimeters, gas chromatographs,' centrifuge, and
miscellaneous small equipment.

SYSTEMS: Gas, vacuum, steam, air, distilled or deionized water, 1IOV, 220V,
intercom, air conditioning and humidity control.

PERSONNEL: Staff and graduate students

CHROVJATOGRAPHY ROOM

Different types of chromatographic processes using various sized chromatographic
jars and systems will be employed. Convenient access to the ,graduate research
area is desirable.

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:

PERSONNEL:

COLD ~OO~,:

Sink, hood, tables, storage, various chromatographic equipment
Distilled or deionized water, hot water, cold water, ,vacuum, gas, air,
llOV, 220V, temperature control 5-25 degrees C : 2 degrees, 'humidity control
1-2

(

An environmentally controlled room of 2 - 5 degrees C. Should be in close proximity
to the Biological Processes Laboratory.



EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY18.3

Bench, shelves, sink, centrifuges
Cold water, distilled or deionized water, vacuum, air, llOV, 220V
1-4

COLLEGE OF PHARMAcY

, )
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BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES LABORATORY:

+A clean room environment with a constant temperature of 20-40 degrees C _ 2 degrees.
The room will be partitioned (preferably by glass} with a sliding glass door providing
access between the two segments.' The inner segment will contain a laminar flow work
bench and thus will furnish space for aseptic procedures.' The only traffic access to
this portion will be through the outer segment. The outer portion will be used as a
general preparation, clean-up, and tissue growing facility. The general placement of
this tissue growing complex should be out of the main traffic flow.

EQUIPMENT:

SYSTEMS:

PERSONNEL:

Outer room--S.S. sink, work table, shakers,'shelving
Inner room--Laminar flow work bench, work table
OuteF room--Air, gas, steam, vacuum, llOV, 220V, distilled to deionized

water, hot water, cold water, intercom
Inner room--llOV, 22OV, gas,'intercom
1-2

SECRETARY

Space is provided for clerical functions of the department. It should be located
adjacent to the Senior Faculty Office and the Conference/Reference/Reading Room
and have control of scheduling appointments and usage of both rooms.'

EQUIPMENT:
SYSTEMS:
PERSONNEL:

Desk, chairs, typewriter, dictating and duplicating equipment.
Telephone, intercom, 110V
1

VII INTERNAL SPACE RELATIONSHIP:

The secretary's office controls the access to the Conference Room and the
department head's office.

The satellite Stock room and the Chemical Preparation room are interconnected
and along with the Balance room have direct access to the Medicinal Chemistry
laboratory.

The Instrumentation Laboratory should be located in the area of the Medici~al

Chemistry laboratory.

I
i

'I

i

Desirable to have complete department on adjacent floors if possible.

VIII OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS:

(
There is a need for at least one perchloric acid type hood.
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Desirability and need of having 2 (or maybe more) hoods equipped (or readily
convertible) for radioactive use. These would be in addition to those'in the
Radioactivity Synthesis Room. If the Radioactivity Synthesis Room is on the
same level as 18.2, then one of these additional hoods should be on the level of 18.3
and one on the level of 18.4.

Closed circuit television and other audio-visual aids are required,.
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I. FUNCTION:

The function of the Pharmaceutics Deparbnent is to (1) provide instructioh'to
undergraduate students regarding the behavior of drugs in pharmaceutically
related physical and biological systems, (2) provide graduate students with
academic and research training necessary for a career ~n teaching and/or
research, (3) cooperate with other elements of the health sciences in furthering
the understanding of the physical and chemical basis of drug therapy.

II. ACTIVITIES:

Through lectures, demonstrations, and laboratory work undergraduate students
are instructed in the preparation of dosage forms, together with their physical,
chemical, and pharmacological characteristics. Lectures typically involve 75
to 150 students. Laboratories are designed to illustrate the applications of the
basic principle~ encountered in lecture and are normally of three hours dura.
tion. Graduate lectures are offered by the faculty as required. The faculty
is in continual contact with the graduate students, both as their research
advisors and as laboratory co-workers. This activity involves frequent visits
of the graduate students to faculty offices and likewise the faculty must spend
a great deal of time in the graduate laboratories. Certain health science
facilities may be used on a service basis, such as -- experimental x-ray, clinical
chemistry and histopathology.

III. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER UNITS:
_.

Undergraduate relates to the pharmacy and chemistry libraries and the Drug
Information Center.

Graduate relates in addition to-the above to Animal QUarters, Medicinal Chem
istry, pharmacology, Physical Chemistry, and Bio-Chemistry. Faculty relate to
the following libraries; chemistry, engineering, math-physics and bio-medical.

IV. PERSONNEL:

TOTAL 1971 1976

Students (Graduate) 11 74 plus 6 Hospital Pharmacy
Staff 4 9 plus 1 part time
Clerical (Technical) 1 3
Clerical (Non-technica1) 0 2
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V. SUMMARY OF REQUIRED SPACES:

SPACE .AREA NUMBER
1976

TOTAL
1986

TOTAL

250

130
130

130
500
250
200
200

I
I--\
\

\

•

250

300

130
730
400
200
200

2000
800
150

400
120
120
600

3750
1500
1400
4800
3200

30

6000
250
250

6000
500
240

3000
120
240
240
120

1430
520

39,990

300

910
260

250

2400
1600

30

400
120
120
400

2000
1000

1000
400
150

3000
250
120

3000
120
240
240
120

3000
250
250

130
.500

250
200
200

23,210

1
1
1
2
8
4
1
3
4
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

7
2

1
1
1

1
1
2
1
1

1

1
1
1

1

3000
120
120
240
120

300
Laboratory

3000
250
250

Pharmacy
3000

250
120.

TOTALS

Senior Faculty Office
Faculty Offices

Teaching & Research
Research

Dispensing Laboratory Suite
Laboratory
Reference Area
Conference Offices
Preparation Room
Satellite Stock Room
Drug Product Display and

Study Area
Process and Preparation

Student Laboratory
Preparation Room
Satellite Stock Room

Biopharmaceutics/Physical
Student Laboratory
Preparation Room
Satellite Stock Room

Manufacturing suite
Office & Reference Area
Testing & Control Lab
Storage Room
Controlled Humidity Room
Drying Area
Tablet, Liquid,· and Ointment

Preparation Area 400
Tablet Coating Room 120
Milling and Grinding Room 120
Parenteral Products Area 200

Faculty Research Laboratories 250
Post-doctoral Offica/Laboratory 250
l2-Man Study Laboratory 1400
Four-Man Graduate Research Lab 800
Two-Man Graduate Research Lab 400
Cold Room (+ 60 Sq. Ft. -18.1) 30
Special Products Lab (Hospital

Pharmacy Graduate Students) 1000
Pharmaceutics Conference Room 400
Secretary 150
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VI. FUNCTIONAL DIVISION:

OFFICES

Space is provided for staff to carry out teaching, research, student counseling,
and administrative functions. Offices should be located according to function.

The department head's office, the conference room, and the secretary's office
are interrelated so that she has control of access and schedulj.Jlg. JQl:'.both. ~_

Faculty offices should be interconnected with their research labs and be located
in the area of the graduate laboratories. Post-doctoral offices-labs should be
located near graduate & faculty research labs.

EQUIPMENT: Desk, chairs, ~iles, shelving.
SYSTEMS: Telephone, intra-com.
PERSONNEL: 1 per office.

..
DISPENSING LABORATORY SUITE

Dispensing Laboratory

•

This is an undergraduate lecture, demonstration, and laboratory space for learning
the final stages in preparing prescriptions. The environment simulates
that of a dispensing pharmacy and therefore should be adjacent to a traffic area
for visual contact. Students at a.later phase then work in the Hospital Dis
pensing Pharmacy. Students need close access to a sink and typewriter. See
prepared pictorial booklet.

EQUIPMENT: High laboratory benches, shelving, pharmaceutical storage cabinets,
autoclave balances, telephones, laminar flowhood, sinks, typewriter,

SYSTEMS: Air, vacuum, gas distilled or deion.water, 110V, PA system, hot and cold
water.

PERSONNEL: 75 students, 3 teaching assistants, 1 instructor.

Drug Reference Area

This room is used by the students for drug reference. A data processing console
linked to the Drug Infonnation Center would be located here.

EQUIPMENT: Desk area, chairs, shelving.
SYSTEMS: Data processing (drug).
PERSONNEL: 5-10

Conference Offices

Space is provided for offices which may also be used for conferences between
·instructors and stUdents. This should be adjacent to the drug reference room
to provide additional reading reference space when not used as an office •

.-_EQUIPMENT: Desk, chairs, shelving.
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SYSTEMS: Telephone.
PERSONNEL: 2

preparation Room
'.

(

This space is used by the instructor(s) and his assistant(s) to prepare for'
class lectures, demonstrations, and material for class use. Direct access to
the laboratory and the Satellite Stock Room are required. Closed circuit TV
for demonstrations performed in the preparation room is desired.

EQUIPMENT: Bench area storage
SYSTEMS: Air, vacuum, gas, distilled or deion water, 11OV.
PERSONNEL: Instructor(s) Assistant(s).

Satellite Stock Room

This room stores supplies, equipment, and semi-bulk compounds for use in the
laboratory. This room and the preparation room could merge as a work area and
be centrally located with regard to student use.

EQUIPMENT: Shelving, pharmaceutical storage cabinets, bench.
SYSTEMS: 110V
PERSONNEL: Assistant.

Drug Product Display and Study Area

This area is used for product display and study; locating it adjacent to the
Drug Reference area would concentrate the study areas.

EQUIPMENT: Display counter, tables, chairs, shelving.
SYSTEMS: nov
PERSONNEL: 75 students.

PROCESS AND PREPARATION IABORATORY

Student Laboratory

This is an undergraduate lecture, demonstration and laboratory space for
introductory work in the principal laws of physical chemistry and their
applications to the quantitative aspects of pharmaceutical systems.

EQUIPMENT: Hood space 25 lin. Ft., high lab benches, shelving, sinks.
SYSTEMS: Air, vacuum, gas distilled or deion water, 110V, P A system, hot and

cold water, steam, 220V.
PERSONNEL: 75 students, 4 teaching assistants, 1 staff.

preparation Room

See Dispensing Suite.---_..

, .
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See Dispensing Suite.

BIOPHARMACEUTICS/PHYSICAL PHARMACY LABORATORY

Student Laboratory

This is an undergraduate lecture, demonstration, and laboratory space for work
in bio-pharmaceutics (drug absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
in the human) and physical pharmacy (cehmical preparations). Bio-pharmaceutics
experiments would like benches with stainless steel tops and sinks arranged
for four students per bench. Would like the lab to be adjacent to the Process
and Preparation Laboratory so that possibility of opening both and using
additional bench space could exist for either.

(

-.
EQUIPMENT: High lab benches, shelving, sinks, hoods 50 lin.
SYST&~S: Air, vacuum, gas, distilled or deion. water, 110V,

hot and cold water, steam.
PERSONNEL: 75 students.

Preparation Room

See Dispensing Suite.

Satellite Stock Room

. See Dispensing suite.

MANUFACTURING SUITE

•
ft.
public address system,

(

All rooms of this suite should have tiled floor and walls and should be glass
separated.

Offices and Reference

Space is provided for clerical work involved in operating the suite; visual.
work is maintained from here. A Reference Area is also provided for student
use.

EQUIPMENT: Desk, table, chairs, files, shelving.
SYSTEMS: Telephone
PERSONNEL: 2

Testing and Control Laboratory

This laboratory will assay and provide quality control of items manufactured.
It'.wi11 also provide instrument space for the graduate laboratories and should
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be located in that area. Electrical shielding is required.

EQUIPMENT: Laboratory base and wall cabinets, sinks, still.
SYSTEMS: Air, vacuum, gas, 110, 220V, voltage controlled lines, humidity con

trol 40%, hot and cold water, dist.or deion. water.
PERSONNEL: 2-4

Storage Room

This area stores all raw pharmaceutical materials and other bulk supplies
required by the Suite.

EQUIPMENT: Shelving.

Controlled Humidity Area
'.

An environmentally controlled room. This room should be accessible from the
drying area and the tablet, liquid, and ointment area.

EQUIPMENT: Benches, shelving, floor drains.
SYSTEMS: Humidity controlled mech., 110, 220V, gas.
PERSONNEL: 12 students.

Drying Area

This area is used for drying var ious solids mixtures.

EQUIPMENT: Drying overns, floor drain.
SYSTEMS: llOV, 220V.
PERSONNEL: 2 staff or students.

Tablet, Li~id and Ointment preparation Area

Preparation area for converting drug compounds into tablet, liquid, and oint
ment form. Steam cleaning of machinery is required.

EQUIPMENT: Low benches, sink, shelving, tablet presses, mixers, .vats.
SYSTEMS: llOV, 220V, air, vacuum, steam, hot and cold water, distilled water.
PERSONNEL: 2 staff or students

Tablet Coating Area

This area is for coating drugs in tablet form. Dust generated through work
procedure is a hazard and must be eliminated. Volatile solvents are also used.

EQUIPMENT: Dust hoods, coating equipment.
SYSTEMS: 110V, 220V, air, vacuum.
PERSONNEL: . Two staff or students.------ .
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Milling and Grinding Room

This area is ~here the raw pharmaceutical materials are milled for use in
compounding drugs.

EQUIPMENT: Grinders, dust hoods.
SYSTEMS: 110V, 220V.
PERSONNEL: 2 staff or students •.

Parenteral Products Area

Principles and procedures involved in manufacture of parenteral
taught in this area. Bulk solutions are prepared in this room.
must be sterile (completely scrubbed do~) with air filteration
and positive pressure •

..

products are
The room

equipment

(

EQUIPMENT: Benches, sinks, autoclave, dishwasher, still, laminar hood.
SYSTEMS: 110V, 220V, distilled or deion. water, air, vacuum, steam.
PERSONNEL: 10 staff or students.

Research Laboratories

This space provides pharmaceutical research for graduate students and staff.
The laboratory space should provide a reasonable degre~ of privacy. Faculty
laboratories should be interconnected with office. Research in faculty, post
doctoral, and graduate labs is essentially chemical but occasionally includes
small animal work. Graduate laboratories should be positioned so as to locate
4-5 graduate students near each faculty office. Departmental animal rooms
should be near 1/3 of these labs.

EQUIPMENT: Chemical hoods, lab benches, desks, chairs, stoves, sinks.
SYSTEMS: Gas, hot and cold water, distilled or deion. water, air, vacuum,

steam, 110V, 200V.
PERSONNEL: 1-2-4 men per lab

COLD ROOM:

An environmentally controlled room of 2-5 degrees C. Should be located in
the area of the faculty and graduate research laboratories.

EQUIPMENT: Bench, shelves, sink, centrifuges.
SYSTEMS: Cw, dist. or deion. water; vacuum, air, 110 V, 220 V.
PERSONNEL 1-2

.. " ,,·f· .

SPECIAL PROJECTS LABORATORY:

This research laboratory will be used by 6 graduate students in the Hospital
Pharmacy master's program and should be located in the same area as the graduate
research laboratories. Some open floor space with "utility poles" to service

...free--standing equipment is desired.
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EQUIPMENT: Chemical hoods, lab benches, desks, chairs, stoves, sinks.
SYSTEMS: Gas, hw, cw, dist. or deion. water, air, vacuum, steam,llOV, 220V

telephone.
PERSONNEL: 6 students

CONFERENCE ROOM:

This room is used by students and staff of the Pharmaceutics Department for
various conferences and seminars.

EQUIPMENT: Conference table, chairs, chalkboard.
SYSTEMS: Telephone, intercom, 110V.
PERSONNEL: 30 people.

SECRETARY:

Space is provided for clerical functions of the department. It should be
located adjacent to the Senior Faculty Office and the Conference room and
have control of scheduling appointments and usage of both rooms.

EQUIPMENT: desk, chairs, typewriter, dictating and duplicating equipment •
.SYSTEMS: Telephone, intercom, 110V.
PERSONNEL: 1

VII. INTERNAL SPACE RELATIONSHIPS:

The secretaries office should have control of persons entering both the
department head' s office and the conference room. The conference room
should also be accessible from the department head's office.

The testing and control laboratory should be in the general area of graduate/
faculty research.

The support functions of the Process and Preparation laboratory and the Bio
pharmaceutics/Physical Pharmacy laboratory may be co~ined in order to cut
down on staffing requirements and space requirements.

VIII. OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS:

The testing and control laboratory and possibly one of the two-man graduate
laboratories should be properly shielded from outside interference.

The manufacturing suite minus the testing and control lab might be integrated
into the Hospital Pharmacy. The problem other than the physical limitations of
available area for such incorporation, phasing, etc., is the concern of Pharmacy
that the space always be available for teaching since Hospital pharmacy because
of economy, etc., does not employ all manufacturing procedures the College
wishes to teach.

All undergraduate facilities should have closed circuit television and other
audio-visual aids.

Special hood or hoods for radioactive work required (see Section V!II of
18.3 Medicinal Chemistry.)
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•

The function of Pharmacy Administration is to educate undergraduate and
graduate students in the social, economic, legal and political
implications of pharmaceutical services, and the environment in which they
are provided.

II. ACTIVITIES:

Through lectures, demonstrations and laboratory work students are instruc
ted in all aspects of pharmacy administration.

III. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER UNITS:

Pharmacy Administration consistently works with the last two professional
year in t~e College of Pharmacy.

IV PERSONNEL:

Senior Faculty Office (+1 secretary)
250 1

Faculty Offices
Teaching & Research 130 2
Research 130 1

Pharmacy Administration Lab Suite
Analysis & Calculating Lab 500 1
Reference Room 400 1
Student Laboratory 1500 1

Conference Room 400 1
Graduate Suite 1000 1

(

TOTAL

Students - Graduate
Staff
Clerical (non-techinical)

V. SUMMARY OF REQUIRED SPACES:

SPACE

TOTALS

AREA

1971

1
2
o

NUMBER

1976

10
4
2

1976 1986
TOTAL TOTAL

250 250

260 520
130 260

500 800
400 400

1500 3000
400 400

1000 2500

4440 8130

(

VI. FUNCTIONAL DIVISION:

OFFICES

Space is provided for staff to carry out teaching, research and administrative
functions.---...
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EQUIPMENT: Desk, chairs, files, shelving, typewriters, Dry Copier Dictation
equipment, addressograph, small desk calculator.

SYSTEMS: Telephone, intercom.
PERSONNEL: 1

PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION LABORATORY SUITE

Analysis and Calculating Laboratory

This laboratory should be divided into a graduate and undergraduate area. The
graduate area contains expensive equipment, computers, etc., and must be locked.
The undergraduate area which should be available all the time contains 10
desk calculators along one wall.

EQUIPMENT: Computer terminal, input equipment, 10 desk calculators and 1
desk computer, shelving, desk, chairs, files (punch cards), NCR-53
or ~similar• •

SYSTEMS: Intercom, telephone.
PERSONNEL: Electronics technician, graduate students in Pharmacy Administration

and HospitalPharrnacy •

. Reference Room

This space is used by the student to study Pharmacy Administration reference
material.

EQUIPMENT: Tables, chairs, shelving, microfilm microphage reader, PCMI.
SYSTEMS: Telephone, intercom, storage files for above.
PERSONNEL: Monitored by Departmental Secretary.

student Laboratory

This is an undergraduate laboratory where lectures and student role playing
take place. An amphitheater arrangement with continuous writing desks over
looking a stage area with movable backdrops is desired. Backdrops, audio-visual
and projection techniques will be employed. Would also like to be able to
divide the laboratory into three areas. A preparation and storage room for
audio-visual equipment and aids is needed.

EQUIPMENT: Writing desks, chairs, mobile A_V equipment, backdrops for simUlated
role playing, blackboards, projection screen.

SYSTEMS: CCTV, amplifier, ceiling speakers, intercom, A-V prep room at one side,
A-V storage area.

PERSONNEL: 30-40 students.

CONFERENCE ROOI1:

This space is used by the students and staff of Pharmacy Administration for
conferences and seminars. Monitored by Departmental Secretary.-----_ .
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EQUIPMENT: Conference table, chairs, shelving, chalkboard.
SYSTEMS: Telephone, intercom, conference recording equipment.
PERSONNEL: 15-30

GRADUATE SUITE:

Research and work space for graduates students in Pharmacy Administration.

EQUIPMENT: Desks, chairs, shelving, file cabinets, chalkboard, work benches.
SYSTEMS: Telephone, 11Ov, 22Ov.
PERSONNEL: 5-10 students

VII. INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS:

The secretary should monitor the department head's office and the other
faculty offices in addition to the Conference Room.

-_..
The Conference Room and the Reference Room should be adjoined by a folding
partition.

The graduate suite should be adjacent to the Analysis and Calculating
Laboratory.

VIII. OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS:

The physical facilities planned for pharmacy Administration should be
somewhat flexible in nature since the development of their curriculum
is a continuing one not based on previous courses or philosophy. This
Department should be closely integrated with Clinical Pharmacy •. Closed circuit
television and other audio-visual aids are required.
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Ie FUNCTION:

The function of the Clinical Pharmacy Department is to educate undergraduate
students and graduate students in Hospital Pharmacy in the biological, economic,
ethica~, legal, political and social factors which affect the selection, use'
adverse effects, abuse and non-use of drugs in our society.

II. ACTIVITIES:

Students are instructed in Clinical pharmacy through lectures, review of
patient therapy in hospital, and clinical instruction in Pharmacies throughout
the. area. Graduate students do research in the practice of pharmacy in an
institutional setting.

III. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER UNITS:

Clinical Pharmacy uses faculty and facilities within the Hospital Pharmacy
system for student instruction.

Clinical Pharmacy uses the Drug Information Center.

•

~heClinical Pharmacy program places some students in the Veterans Administration
'Hospital, Hennepin County General Hospital, St. Paul-Ramsey Hospital, and
Cambridge State Hospital, as well as the University of Minnesota Hospitals.
Several community practice settings such as St. Louis Park Medical Center,
Appel Pharmacy, and others are used. Hospital pharmacy graduate stu~ents

relate to the Special Products Laboratory of the Pharmaceutics Department and
also to the Pharmacy Administration Department •

. Graduate Hospital Pharmacy works with Public Health, Pharmacology, Business
Administration, Pharmaceutics, and Data processing, and occasionally works with
Anthropology, Sociology, and Educational Psychology.

IV. PERSONNEL:

TOTAL

Staff
Clerical (Technical)
Clerical (Non-Technical)

1971

15
o
2

1976

20
2
4

Only undergraduate personnel at this time. Advanced degrees in Pharmacy Administration
and Hospital pharmacy (Pharmaceutics) are included in their respective Departments.

c
(
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SPACE

V. SUMMARY OF REQUIRED SPACES:

CLINICAL PHARMACY

1986
TOTAL

1976
TOTALNUMBERAREA

18.6COLLEGE OF PHARMACY18

Faculty Offices
Teaching
Teaching and Service

Faculty, Office/Lab
Clinical Pharmacy Conference Room
Hospital Pharmacy Grad. Labs

130
130
125
400
80

1
3
4
1

-10--

130
390
500
400
800

390
780

3000
400

1700

TOTALS 2220 6270

VI. FUNCTIONAL DIVISION:

OFFICES ".

Space is provided for staff to carry out teaching, service and administrative
functions.

-~~=~EQUIPMENT: Desk, chairs, files, shelving.
SYSTEHS: Telephone, Intercom, 110 V.
PERSONNEL: 1

(
FACULTY OFFICE LABORATORY

This space is used for detailed investigation beyond floor study to investigate
dosage forms, to change formulas, to study drug blood levels, etc. Graduate
residency candidates (PharmD Candidates) would use these laboratories in the
same manner. Clinical facut1y will also have office facilities in their clinical
setting at St. Paul Ramsey, Hennepin County General Hospital, etc.

EQUIPMENT: Desk, chairs, files, shelving, sink.
SYSTEMS: Air, vacuum, gas, steam 110 V, 220 V., hoods, telephone, intercom, hw,cw.
PERSONNEL: 1

CONFERENCE AND REFERENCE ROOM:

This space is used by the students and the staff for conferences and seminars.

EQUIPMENT: Conference tables, chairs, shelving, chalkboards.
SYSTEMS: Telephone, intercom, 110 V.
PERSONNEL:, 15-30

HOSPITAL PHARHACY GRADUATE LABORATORIES

This space provides bench space for graduate students' kinetic research and
for PharmD candidates. Instead of individual 80 sq. ft. rooms one large room
with fac~iItie"s for 10 separate individuals may be mor"e feasible, in regard
to services provided.

.... .....
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EQUIPMENT: Desks, tables, chairs, file cabinets, shelving, sinks.
SYSTEMS: Air, vacuum, gas, steam, 11Ov, 22Ov, hoods, hw, cw dist. or deion. water.
PERSONNEL: 10 •

VII • ~NTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS:

Within the College of Pharmacy, the Clinical Pharmacy Department relates
most strongly to the pharmacy Administration Department and at the present
time are headed by the same individual. These two departments should therefore
be planned adjacent to one another. This would give the College a great deal of
overall planning flexibility for the future not knowing the direction or
magnitude of the program's development. At the present time only graduate
students relate to the Pharmcy Administration Department and all undergraduate
functions are carried out by the Clinical Pharmacy Department.

In general, the Clinical pharmacy Department relates to other hospital functions
as outlined in the program. •

Shared service systems will be essential for the ten students placed in the
Hospital pharmacy Graduate Laboratories.

VIII. OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS:

Closed Circuit television and other audio-visual aids are essential.
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I. FUNCTION:

The functions of the College Administration is to establish policy, curricula
and in general run the College of Pharmcy and its Continuing Education program.

II. ACTivITIES:

Adminstering the operations of the College of Pharmacy involves setting
up curricula, scheduling of classes, student registrations, student counseling,
undergraduate records, and communication.

III. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER UNITS:

The Administration Department relates to all the departments within the
College of Pharmacy.

There is a rela~ionship with the University Policy Committee, the University.
Business and Administration Offices, the Business Equipment Center, the
University Continuation Center, the Health Science Center Administration, and
with the Health Sciences Continuing Education Center. There is also a
relationship to the public -- guests, visitors, and parents.

IV. PERSONNEL:
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VI. FUNCTIONAL DIVISION:

OFFICES

Space is provided to the staff for sdministrative proceuures.

EQUIPMENT: Desks, chairs, shelving, files.
SYSTEMS: Telephone, intercom., dictating equipment.
PERSON~EL: 1 per office.

CLERK/STENOGRAPHERS POOL

This area is used as a secretarial pool performing administration business
procedures for all the depa!tments within the College of Pharmacy. It should
have direct access to the record and work room and the business office. A
waiting and general notice area for students and staff should be adjacent to
the pool. ~he pool will be supervised by the Secretary of the College. •
Registration and other student activity will take place in this area.
Therefore, especially during certain times of the academic year, use will be
heavy. Waiting areas and traffic flow should be heavily considered for
this function.

EQUIPMENT: Typewriters, desks, files, chairs, shelving.
SYST~1S: Telephone, data processing, intercom.
PERSONNEL: 5-10

BUSINESS OFFICE

EQUIPMETT: Files, typewriters, desks, chairs, shelving, dictating equipment,
adding machines, desk calculators.

SYSTEMS: Telephone, intercom, data processing.
PERSONNEL: 3-4

The business Office transacts and records
purchasing, payment, and budget. It also
Department of the University of Minnesota
fee payment.

business procedures of the department;
works with the Administration
in regard to student admission and

• , '. _f" .

RECORDS/WORKROOM

This space is used for storage of student, research, and administrative records
and for duplicating procedures. Noise should be contained within the room.
student files must be accessible to Dean, Associate Dean, and their secretaries.
Vault for records.

EQUIPMENT: Files, Xerox, mimeo, ditto, collator, etc., worktables, stools~

storage.
SYSTEMS: Intercom
PERSONNEL: 1-2
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The secretary
the College.
the adjacent
room.

CONFERENCE ROOM

This room is used by the Administrative staff and the Teaching and Research
staff for conferences, seminars, and interviews. Should be controlled by the
Dean's secretary and be accessible from the V.I.P. waiting area and the
Dean's office. This room and the Dean's suite should share coat storage.

EQUIPMENT: Conference table, chairs, chalkboard, shelving movie screen,
kitchenette.

SYSTEMS: Telephone, intercom, variable lighting.
PERSONNEL: 25 people.

VII. INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPSi

There should be a separate waiting space for V.I.P.'s near the dean's secretary.
This should be located away from the activity of the general business and
~~o~cl. ~ •

to the dean will act as social hostess to any V.I.P.'s visiting
She will also schedule the conference room and be in charge of

kitchenette unit, coffee service and lunches to the conference

The Dean's, Associate Dean's, Assistant Dean's, and continuing education
offices relate to each other, the stenographers' pool, and the public.

The conference room should relate to the dean's suite and the public.

Continuing Education office relates to staff, Nolte Center, and Health Sciences
Center for Continuing Education, the RecordjWorkroom, and the public.

All relate to the faculty and staff, public and students~

Although the Continuing Education suite must be in the area of College
Administration, it is not necessary to closely integrate it with the
other offices of this section.

Student traffic flow should be considered.

There will be a strong relationship between the Administration set-up in
the College of Pharmacy and the corresponding segments of the other Health
Sciences.

VIII. OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS:

Continuing Pharmacy education prepares tapes, brochures, etc. for distri
bution to a number of cities for those enrolled in the program under the
extension division of the University. A need exists for a work area for this
and increasing audio-visual usage. A centralized Continuing Educatiqn Center
for all the Health Sciences would playa part in this planning.

~"'"
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There are several alternate ways in which telephone calls, mail and announce
ments/notifications can be handled. The most reasonable seems to be by handling
it through the individual departments; i.e., the department secretary
will have a call director and will handle the calls for the Department.

Proximity of toilet facilities for steno pool and visitors.

Steno pool employees would like to leave desk and go to lounge~vending

area for their breaks.

Noise produces by various procedures employed in the Workroom should be
confined to that area.

I


